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Abstract. We introduce and study interval partition diffusions with Poisson–
Dirichlet(α, θ) stationary distribution for parameters α ∈ (0, 1) and θ ≥ 0. This
extends previous work on the cases (α, 0) and (α, α) and builds on our recent work
on measure-valued diffusions. Our methods for dealing with general θ ≥ 0 allow
us to strengthen previous work on the special cases to include initial interval
partitions with dust. In contrast to the measure-valued setting, we can show
that this extended process is a Feller process improving on the Hunt property
established in that setting. These processes can be viewed as diffusions on the
boundary of a branching graph of integer compositions. Indeed, by studying their
infinitesimal generator on suitable quasi-symmetric functions, we relate them to
diffusions obtained as scaling limits of composition-valued up-down chains.

1. Introduction and main results

In this paper, we introduce and study a two-parameter family of interval parti-
tion diffusions such that, for each choice of parameters, α ∈ (0, 1) and θ ≥ 0, the
stationary distribution is the corresponding two-parameter Poisson–Dirichlet inter-
val partition, PDIP(α, θ). The members of this two-parameter family arise as the
unique regenerative ordering of the coordinates of the Poisson–Dirichlet distribu-
tion, PD(α, θ), on the Kingman simplex. Gnedin and Pitman introduced PDIP(α, θ)
through an underlying family of regenerative composition structures [21].

The cases θ = 0 and θ = α of our construction were introduced in [16]. A full
two-parameter family of measure-valued Poisson–Dirichlet diffusions arising from a
variant of our construction was introduced in [18]. Motivated in part by an earlier
version of the present paper and by scaling limit results conjectured in [47], a two-
parameter family was obtained as a scaling limit in [46]. Encouraged by a referee,
we establish in this version of the present paper that the two families coincide.

There is a long history of interest in dynamics preserving Poisson–Dirichlet
and related distributions. Of particular relevance for us, Ethier and Kurtz’s [10]
infinitely-many-neutral-alleles diffusion model has stationary distribution PD(0, θ).
Recently, using techniques developed by Borodin and Olshanski [3] to study diffu-
sive limits of random walks on partitions, Petrov [39] constructed a two-parameter
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Figure 1.1. Illustration of the transition kernel κα,θy . The initial
state β0 has five blocks: U1, . . . , U5. Some contribute ∅ for time y,
here U1, U3 and U4. The others each contribute a leftmost block
Lyj and a partition βyj = Gj β̄j of further blocks. If we add “immi-

gration” βy0 = Gyβ̄0, then βy = βy0 ? (0, Ly2) ? βy2 ? (0, Ly5) ? βy5 . The
semigroup property requires consistency of a transition from 0 to z
and composition of the transitions from 0 to y and from y to z.

family of diffusions on the Kingman simplex with PD(α, θ) stationary distributions.
This extends Ethier and Kurtz’s model. These Ethier–Kurtz–Petrov (EKP(α, θ))
diffusions have also been studied e.g. in [8, 9, 11, 12, 48, 49].

1.1. Kernels with a branching property and immigration. In [14], we con-
structed branching interval partition diffusions from the level sets of marked Lévy
processes. In [16], we computed their semigroups and adapted Shiga’s [51] con-
struction of Fleming–Viot superprocesses by normalization/time-change to obtain
(α, 0)- (and (α, α)-)interval partition diffusions. While our toolkit derives almost
exclusively from marked Lévy processes, the semigroup of transition kernels is more
easily generalized to the two-parameter setting.

Definition 1.1. An interval partition is a set β of disjoint, open subintervals of
some interval [0,M ], that cover [0,M ] up to a Lebesgue-null set. We write ‖β‖ to
denote M . We refer to the elements of β as its blocks. The Lebesgue measure of a
block is called its mass. The set of all interval partitions is denoted by IH .

Fix α ∈ (0, 1) and θ ≥ 0. We define kernels (κα,θy , y ≥ 0) on IH . These kernels
possess a branching property under which the state at time y can be seen as the
concatenation of a family of independent interval partitions indexed by the blocks
of the initial interval partition, along with one additional independent interval par-
tition representing immigration; see Figure 1.1. This generalizes the cases θ = 0
without immigration, and θ = α with a specific immigration parameter, of [16].
In the general case, this is based on the Poisson–Dirichlet(α, θ) interval partitions,
PDIP(α, θ), of [21], which we recall in Section 2.1.

To be more precise, let us begin by formalizing this concatenation. We call the
family (γU )U∈β in IH indexed by β ∈ IH summable if

∑
U∈β ‖γU‖ < ∞. We then

define S(U) :=
∑

U ′=(u′,v′)∈β : u′<u ‖γU ′‖ for U = (u, v) ∈ β, and the concatenation

?
U∈β

γU := {(S(U) + x, S(U) + y) : U ∈ β, (x, y) ∈ γU}. (1.1)
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We also write γ ? γ′ to concatenate two interval partitions. For c ≥ 0 let cγ denote
the interval partition obtained by multiplying each block in γ by c.

Now, fix b > 0, r > 0. We consider an independent triple
(
G, β̄, L

(α)
b,r

)
where

G ∼ Gamma(α, r), β̄ ∼ PDIP(α, α), and L
(α)
b,r is (0,∞)-valued with Laplace transform

E

[
e−λL

(α)
b,r

]
=

(
r + λ

r

)α ebr2/(r+λ) − 1

ebr − 1
. (1.2)

Then we define the distribution µ
(α)
b,r of a random interval partition as

µ
(α)
b,r = e−brδ∅ + (1−e−br)P

(
(0, L

(α)
b,r ) ? Gβ̄ ∈ ·

)
. (1.3)

The idea is that for r > 0, under µ
(α)
b,r , we associate with a block of size b either no

descendants (the empty interval partition ∅) with probability e−br; or the descen-

dants comprise one block of size L
(α)
b,r followed by the blocks of Gβ̄.

Definition 1.2 (κα,θy (β, · ), y > 0, β ∈ IH). Fix α ∈ (0, 1), θ ≥ 0 and let β ∈ IH
and y > 0. Then κα,θy (β, · ) is defined to be the distribution of Gyβ̄0 ??U∈β β

y
U for

independent Gy ∼ Gamma(θ, 1/2y), β̄0 ∼ PDIP(α, θ), and βyU ∼ µ
(α)
Leb(U),1/2y, U ∈ β,

where “Leb” denotes Lebesgue measure.

It is straightforward to see that only finitely many blocks U ∈ β have descendants

under µ
(α)
Leb(U),1/2y and hence that κα,θy (β, · ) is well-defined. It is not obvious from

this definition that these kernels form a transition semigroup.

Proposition 1.3. Fix α ∈ (0, 1) and θ ≥ 0.

(i) Diffusion properties: The family (κα,θy , y ≥ 0) forms the transition semigroup
of a path-continuous IH-valued Hunt process.

(ii) Self-similarity: If (βy, y ≥ 0) is an instance of this Hunt process then so is

(cβy/c, y ≥ 0) for any c > 0.

(iii) Total mass: The associated total mass process, (‖βy‖, y ≥ 0), is a BESQ(2θ),
i.e. a 2θ-dimensional squared Bessel process.

(iv) Pseudo-stationarity: Consider an independent pair of β̄ ∼ PDIP(α, θ) and
Z = (Z(y), y ≥ 0) ∼ BESQµ(2θ), with an arbitrary initial distribution µ. If the

aforementioned Hunt process (βy, y ≥ 0) has initial distribution β0 d
= Z(0)β̄

then for each fixed y ≥ 0 we have βy
d
= Z(y)β̄.

In the language of [31], these processes are 1-self-similar.

1.2. Starting from dust. One drawback of the state space IH , equipped with the
Hausdorff metric dH between complements of the form C(β) := [0, ‖β‖]\⋃U∈β U , is

that it is not complete. E.g., βn = {(0, 1/n), (1/n, 2/n), . . . , ((n− 1)/n, 1)}, n ≥ 1,
is a Cauchy sequence that does not converge in IH . Indeed, C(βn) approaches [0, 1]
under the Hausdorff metric dH . To address this, we now extend the evolutions of
Proposition 1.3 to a completion of (IH , dH ◦ C). The elements of this completion
may be thought of as “generalized interval partitions” in which blocks U ∈ β must
still be disjoint open subsets of [0,M ], but C(β,M) := [0,M ] \ ⋃β∈U U need not

be Lebesgue-null. We think of this residual, left-out mass C(β,M) as “dust” [24].
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More precisely, let K be the space of compact subsets of [0,∞) that contain 0,
equipped with the Hausdorff metric dH . We associate with any K ∈ K the family
β(K) of open intervals formed by the connected components of [0,maxK] \ K.
Define I∗H to be the image of K under the map β∗(K) := (β(K),maxK). The map
β∗ is a bijection from K to I∗H . Then I∗H is a set of ordered pairs (β,M) in which
M ∈ [0,∞) and β is a family of disjoint open subintervals of [0,M ]. This space can
be viewed as an extension of IH via the inclusion map β 7→ (β, ‖β‖) from IH to
I∗H . We refer to elements of I∗H as generalized interval partitions.

Now C : I∗H → K given by C(β,M) = [0,M ] \⋃U∈β U , is the inverse of the map
β∗ : K → I∗H . Equip both IH and I∗H with the metric dH ◦ C. It is well-known
that (K, dH) is locally compact and separable. Then it is easy to see that (K, dH),
or equivalently (I∗H , dH ◦ C), is a metric completion of (IH , dH ◦ C) in that every
K ∈ K is a dH -limit of some C(βn), βn ∈ IH .

Consider the distribution µ̃
(α)
0,r of G0β̄0 for independent G0 ∼ Exponential(r)

and β̄0 ∼ PDIP(α, 0). Since L
(α)
b,r tends to Gamma(α, r) in distribution as b ↓ 0, it will

follow from Proposition 2.2 that µ̃
(α)
0,r is the weak limit of µ

(α)
b,r

(
·
∣∣ IH \ {∅}).

Definition 1.4 (κα,θy (β∗, · ), y > 0, β∗ ∈ I∗H). Fix α ∈ (0, 1), θ ≥ 0, β∗ = (β,M) ∈
I∗H and y > 0. Set

βy := Gy0β̄0 ? ?
U∈β∪{{Ri}, i≤Jy}

βyU (1.4)

for independent Gy0 ∼ Gamma(θ, 1/2y), β̄0 ∼ PDIP(α, θ), and βyU ∼ µ
(α)
Leb(U),1/2y,

U ∈ β, as well as, in the case when m = Leb(C(β∗)) > 0, further independent

variables Jy ∼ Poisson(αm/y), and Ri ∼ Unif(C(β∗)) and βy{Ri} ∼ µ̃
(α)
0,1/2y, i ≥ 1.

Here the concatenation is according to the order of these disjoint sets from left to

right. Then κα,θy (β∗, · ) is defined to be the distribution of (βy, ‖βy‖).

Note that Definition 1.4 specifies kernels κα,θy , y > 0, on I∗H . However, κα,θy (β∗, ·)
is, by construction, supported on IH for all β∗ ∈ I∗H , in the sense that βy as specified
in (1.4) is almost surely in IH . If furthermore, β∗ = (β, ‖β‖) ∈ I∗H is associated

with β ∈ IH , then the push-forward of κα,θy (β∗, · ) under the natural projection

from {(γ,M) ∈ I∗H : γ ∈ IH , M = ‖γ‖} to IH is κα,θy (β, · ) as defined in Definition
1.2. This justifies using the same notation for both kernels. As a consequence of the

following theorem, we can further use the push-forward of κα,θy (β∗, · ) for general
β∗ ∈ I∗H as an entrance law for the Hunt process of Proposition 1.3.

Theorem 1.5. Fix α ∈ (0, 1) and θ ≥ 0. Then the family (κα,θy , y ≥ 0) forms the
transition semigroup of a path-continuous self-similar Feller process on (I∗H , dH◦C).

Definition 1.6. We refer to the IH -valued Hunt processes of Proposition 1.3 as self-
similar (α, θ)-interval partition evolutions, or SSIPE(α, θ). We write SSIPEβ(α, θ)
for the distribution of an SSIPE(α, θ) starting from β ∈ IH . The corresponding
I∗H -valued Feller processes of Theorem 1.5 are denoted by SSIPEβ∗(α, θ), β

∗ ∈ I∗H .

Theorem 1.5 establishes, in particular, the extension of the Hunt processes of [16]
to Feller processes on a completion of the original state space. Also generally in
the two-parameter setting, this Feller property opens up analytical techniques not
previously available. This has already been exploited in [17] to connect to EKP(α, θ)-
diffusions, and this is also the key for us, in this paper, to connect our construction
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with its understanding of path properties and genealogical structure to the interval
partition evolutions constructed in [46].

1.3. Unit-mass processes. The set of all interval partitions of [0, 1] is denoted
by IH,1 := {β ∈ IH : ‖β‖ = 1}. While I∗H includes a completion of IH,1, it is more

natural to consider the set IH,1 of collections of disjoint open subintervals of [0, 1]
equipped with the metric dH ◦ C1, where C1(β) = [0, 1] \⋃U∈β U , again including

the case of dust by allowing C1(β) to have positive Lebesgue measure. We refer to
elements of IH,1 as generalized partitions of [0, 1]. Then γ 7→ (γ, 1) isometrically

embeds IH,1 in I∗H . The space (IH,1, dH ◦ C1) is a metric completion of IH,1.

Definition 1.7 (De-Poissonization, PDIPE(α, θ)). Let µ be a probability measure
on IH,1 and β := (βy, y ≥ 0) an SSIPE(α, θ) with initial distribution µ. We define
the time-change

τβ(u) := inf

{
y ≥ 0:

∫ y

0
‖βz‖−1dz > u

}
, u ≥ 0. (1.5)

The map from β to the process

β̄u :=
∥∥βτβ(u)

∥∥−1
βτβ(u), u ≥ 0,

is called de-Poissonization. The resulting process takes values in IH,1 and is called
a Poisson–Dirichlet(α, θ) interval partition evolution, or a PDIPE(α, θ).

It follows from Proposition 1.3(iii), from the fact that κα,θy (β∗, · ) is concentrated
on IH for all y > 0 and β∗ ∈ I∗H , and from well-known properties of squared
Bessel processes, e.g. in [23, p. 314-5], that τβ is a.s. well-defined on all u ≥ 0 and
continuous and strictly increasing for all θ ≥ 0, with

lim
u↑∞

τβ(u) = inf{y > 0: βy = ∅} <∞ if θ < 1. (1.6)

Theorem 1.8. PDIPE(α, θ) is a path-continuous Feller process on (IH,1, dH ◦ C1)
with stationary law PDIP(α, θ).

Indeed, in Theorem 1.10, we identify the generator of PDIPE(α, θ).
We point out that the corresponding extension of Fleming–Viot processes of [18]

to include dust can be considered, but it is not continuous in the initial state, hence
not Feller. Recall that the Ethier–Kurtz–Petrov (EKP(α, θ)) diffusion is stationary
with the law PD(α, θ). This law is supported on the Kingman simplex: the set
of non-increasing sequences in [0, 1] that sum to exactly 1. However, this process
can enter continuously from any state in the closure of the simplex: the set of
sequences with sum at most 1. Petrov left open the question of whether the EKP(α, θ)
diffusion ever leaves the Kingman simplex (at exceptional times) to visit points in
the closure. This question was answered in the negative by Ethier [9] using analytic
methods based on the existence of densities. Our construction allows us to answer
the analogous question for PDIPE(α, θ) probabilistically. Together with the results
of a companion paper [17], Theorem 1.8 gives a probabilistic approach to the main
theorem of [9].

Specifically, denote by RANKED : IH,1 → ∇∞ the map that associates with β ∈
IH,1 the decreasing sequence of interval lengths in β, where

∇∞ :=
{

(xi)i≥1 ∈ [0,∞)N :
∑

i≥1
xi ≤ 1

}
is equipped with the metric d∞((xi)i≥1, (yi)i≥1) = supi≥1 |xi − yi|.
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Corollary 1.9. Mapping PDIPEβ(α, θ), β ∈ IH,1, under RANKED yields a ∇∞-valued
Feller process.

We use this in [17, Theorem 4.2] to identify this ranked process as EKP(α, θ), up
to linear time-change, by calculating relevant parts of the infinitesimal generator of
PDIPE(α, θ).

1.4. Infinitesimal generators. Rivera-Lopez and Rizzolo [46] recently established
a two-parameter Poisson–Dirichlet interval partition diffusion as a scaling limit
of up-down Markov chains on integer compositions. Specifically, denote by C =⋃
n≥0 Cn the space of all integer compositions of any n ≥ 0, including the unique

composition ∅ ∈ C0 of 0. For a composition σ = (σ1, . . . , σk) ∈ Cn of |σ| = n
denote by `(σ) = k its length. The diffusion of [46] on (a state space isometric to)
IH,1 is characterized by its generator Aα,θ. Specifically, let we m◦∅ = 1, and for
compositions σ ∈ C \ {∅} of n = |σ| ≥ 1 of length ` = `(σ) ∈ [n], we define

m◦σ(β) =
∑

U1,...,U`∈β
strictly increasing

∏̀
j=1

(Leb(Uj))
σj , β ∈ IH,1, (1.7)

and we extend continuously to IH,1. For these functions, the generator acts as

Aα,θm◦σ = −|σ|(|σ| − 1 + θ)m◦σ +
∑

j : σj≥2

σj(σj − 1− α)m◦σ−�j +
∑

j : σj=1

ηjm
◦
σ	�j ,

where we write σ − �j = (σ1, . . . , σj−1, σj − 1, σj+1, . . . , σk) when σj ≥ 2 and
σ 	 �j = (σ1, . . . , σj−1, σj+1, . . . , σk) when σj = 1, and where η1 = θ and ηj = α
for j ≥ 2. It was shown in [46] that the linear span of {m◦σ, σ ∈ C} is a core of Aα,θ.
Theorem 1.10. The process PDIPE(α, θ) of Theorem 1.8 has generator 2Aα,θ.

In particular, this establishes the generator of the instances PDIPE(α, 0) and
PDIPE(α, α) constructed previously in [16]. Since [46, Theorem 1.4] establishes that
the operator Aα,θ as an operator on the linear span of {m◦σ, σ ∈ C} is closable and
generates a conservative Feller diffusion, this indeed identifies the process of [46]
with PDIPE(α, θ).

Corollary 1.11. The two-parameter family of processes Rivera-Lopez and Rizzolo
constructed in [46] is the same up to linear time-change as PDIPE(α, θ), α ∈ (0, 1),
θ ≥ 0, as defined in Definition 1.7.

Remark 1.12. Results on infinitesimal generators in the present paper are confined
to the statements in this subsection, their application in Section 1.5 and their proofs
in Section 5. While [17, Section 4] builds on Sections 1–4 of the present paper,
particularly on Corollary 1.9 and its proof in Section 4.5, the generator results here
should be seen as a refinement of the partial generator calculations of [17, Sections
1-3] to a core of its domain.

1.5. Limits of up-down chains on the graph of compositions. The processes
PDIPE(α, θ) can be viewed as diffusions on the boundary of a weighted branching
graph and are the scaling limits of natural up-down Markov chains on these branch-
ing graphs. Branching graphs and their boundaries have received substantial focus
in the literature. Particular attention has been given to the Young graph and the
Kingman graph, which are the respective settings of [3, 19] and [19, 39]. Both
graphs have the set of Young diagrams as the vertex set, with an edge between two
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diagrams if one can be obtained by removing a box from the other. The two graphs
only differ in the weights attached to each edge. A general framework for studying
the types of dynamics on branching graphs considered in [3, 39] is developed in [40],
while [19] gives a general approach to up-down chains that includes up-down chains
on branching graphs.

Compositions give an ordered analogue of Young diagrams. There is a natural
branching graph structure on the set of compositions, where there is an edge be-
tween two compositions if one can be obtained by adding a box to the other (either
creating a new component or increasing the size of an existing component). Con-
nections between the graph of compositions, the Kingman graph, and the Young
graph have been explored in [20], resulting in the study of the graph of zigzag di-
agrams. Although dynamics on the Young graph and Kingman graph have been
well explored, the analogous dynamics on the graphs of compositions and zigzag
diagrams have not.

The diffusions we construct can be thought of as taking place on the boundary
of the branching graph of integer compositions, which was identified by Gnedin
[22]. In an earlier version of this paper we conjectured that these diffusions are the
scaling limits of up-down chains on the graph of compositions whose up-transitions
correspond to seating probabilities in the ordered Chinese Restaurant Process [42]
and whose down-transitions come from the graph’s edge weights; see the discussion
in [47]. This is a natural ordered analogue of the up-down chains used by Petrov in
[39], where the up-transitions correspond to a ranked Chinese Restaurant Process.
This conjecture was supported by the fact that the diffusions we construct have the
correct stationary distributions (see Theorem 1.8) and, as we show in a companion
paper [17], the processes of ranked block sizes of Corollary 1.9 evolve according to
EKP(α, θ) diffusions.

In fact, this conjecture is made more precise by [46]. Inspired by the present
paper, [46] proves the existence of the scaling limits of these chains on compositions
and finds the generator for said processes. Corollary 1.11 here is now the final piece
of the jigsaw that proves this conjecture.

1.6. Construction from marked Lévy processes. As mentioned above, our
toolkit and indeed part of our motivation derives from connections to marked Lévy
processes that go back to [14] in the case θ = 0. While we postpone details to later
sections, we would like to point out some parallels to Ray–Knight theorems that are
particularly pertinent when starting from dust on the one hand and in connection
with general θ > 0 on the other hand.

Roughly speaking, we need a càdlàg process (Xt, t ∈ [0, T ]) with only positive
jumps, which we call scaffolding. Each jump ∆Xt is marked by a continuous excur-
sion ft with excursion length ζ(ft) = ∆Xt. We write N =

∑
t∈[0,T ] : ∆Xt>0 δ(t, ft)

for the point measure of marked jumps. We can interpret each excursion as repre-
senting the width of a spindle from bottom to top and the spindle is aligned with
the scaffolding process, so that it attaches to the jump, as in Figure 1.2. At each
level y, the horizontal line intersects certain spindles ft and the concatenation of
their widths ft(y − Xt−) at level y gives rise to an interval partition, called the
skewer at level y, denoted by skewer(y,N,X). With suitably chosen scaffolding
and spindles, the skewer process with level y increasing is the desired SSIPE(α, θ).

Also recall the Ray–Knight theorems for Brownian motion that identify, for suit-
able stopping times, the total local time up to this stopping time, as a process
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Figure 1.2. A simulation of the stable Lévy process with jumps
marked by squared Bessel bridges, here depicted by symmetric spin-
dle shapes inscribed into the jumps so that interval partitions are
obtained by piercing the spindles in the jumps that cross level y ≥ 0,
as if on a skewer. Specifically, this Lévy process has an initial jump
given by the lifetime of a BESQa(−2α) process, and it is stopped
when the Lévy process returns to level 0 so that the interval parti-
tion evolution is starting from a single block {(0, a)} at level 0.

indexed by level, as certain squared Bessel processes. More precisely, the first Ray–
Knight theorem considers the first hitting time of −x, levels −x + y, y ∈ [0, x],
and finds a BESQ0(2) on that time interval. The second Ray–Knight theorem con-
siders the first time the local time at level 0 exceeds z, levels y ∈ [0,∞) and
finds a BESQz(0). See e.g. [45, Section XI.2]. Generalisations for Brownian mo-
tion perturbed at its past or future infimum [32, 7] yield general BESQ0(δ). In
our construction we will extract an interval partition for each level from a marked
stable Lévy process X, in which jumps have been marked by the marking kernel
s 7→ BESQs0,0(4 + 2α), i.e. every jump of height ∆Xt = s is marked by an indepen-
dent squared Bessel bridge, of dimension parameter 4 + 2α, of length s from 0 to
0. This allows us to obtain Ray–Knight theorems analogous to [16, Theorem 1.8],
which covers cases θ = 0 and θ = α without dust.

Theorem 1.13. Let X be a spectrally positive stable Lévy process of index 1 + α,

with Laplace exponent ψ(λ) = λ1+α

2αΓ(1+α) . Mark each jump (t,∆Xt) of X, via the

kernel s 7→ BESQs0,0(4+2α), with a excursion ft and write N =
∑

t≥0: ∆Xt>0 δ(t, ft).

Set X = (Xt = infr≤t Xr, t ≥ 0).

(i) Let z ≥ 0. Define

βy := skewer(y,N|[0,T−z/2α],X−X), y > 0.

Set β0
∗ = (∅, z) and βy∗ =

(
βy, ‖βy‖

)
, y > 0. Then the process (βy∗ , y ≥ 0)

is an SSIPE(∅,z)(α, 0), i.e. an SSIPE(α, 0) starting from dust of mass z, with
total mass process BESQz(0).
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(ii) Let x > 0. Set X(θ) := X − (1 − α
θ )X and T

(θ)
−x = inf{t ≥ 0: X

(θ)
t < −x}.

Then the process

βy := skewer

(
y,N|

[0,T
(θ)
−x ]
, x+ X(θ)

)
, y ∈ [0, x]

is an SSIPE∅(α, θ) restricted to the time interval [0, x]. Its total mass process(
‖βy‖, y ∈ [0, x]

)
is a BESQ0(2θ) on that time interval.

1.7. Diversity property. The partitions that arise as states in our diffusions pos-
sess an interesting property.

Definition 1.14. For 0<α< 1, we say that an interval partition β ∈ IH has the
(α-)diversity property, or that β is an interval partition with (α-)diversity, if the
following limit exists for every t ∈ [0, ‖β‖]:

D
(α)
β (t) := Γ(1− α) lim

h↓0
hα#{(a, b) ∈ β : |b− a| > h, b ≤ t}. (1.8)

We denote by Iα ⊂ IH the set of interval partitions with α-diversity.

Proposition 1.15. Let β∗ ∈ I∗H and (βy,My) an SSIPEβ∗(α, θ). Then almost
surely we have βy ∈ Iα for all y > 0. If β0 ∈ Iα, then (βy, y ≥ 0) is a path-
continuous Hunt process on the space Iα endowed with a metric dα that we specify
in Section 2.1.

Diversity is a continuum analogue to the number of components of a composition
[41]. The PDIP(α, θ) stationary laws of our diffusions are supported on Iα; e.g. this
follows from the regenerative property noted in [21] and the total diversity property
noted in [41]. Diversities arise, for example, in spinal projections of continuum
random trees (CRTs): we can decompose any continuum tree around a path from
the root to a leaf, called a “spine,” and represent the mass of each subtree branching
off the spine as a block in an interval partition. Examples include the Brownian
CRT and other stable CRTs [25], as well as the two-parameter family of binary
trees studied in [42]. Diversities in spinal projections then describe distances along
the spine in the tree. By virtue of this connection the

(
1
2 ,

1
2

)
- and

(
1
2 , 0
)
-interval

partition evolutions, previously studied in [16], were used in [13] to construct a
continuum-tree-valued process stationary with the law of the Brownian CRT. By
generalizing [16] in the present work, we open the door to subsequent generalizations
of the construction of the continuum-tree-valued process in [13]. In the setting of
algebraic trees, in which distances along a spine are omitted and only the branching
structure is retained, the Brownian tree diffusion of [34] was extended in [35] to the
(α, 1− α) case.

1.8. Organization of the paper. We recall notions and results on related pro-
cesses in Section 2. In Section 3, we construct and study SSIPE(α, θ) as a two-
parameter family of IH -valued Hunt process and prove Proposition 1.3 and Theo-
rem 1.13(ii). In Section 4, we construct and study SSIPE(α, θ) as I∗H -valued Feller
processes and establish Theorems 1.5, 1.8 and 1.13(i), as well as Corollary 1.9 and
Proposition 1.15. In Section 5, we turn to the infinitesimal generator and establish
Theorem 1.10.
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2. Preliminaries

The ν
(−2α)
BESQ interval partition evolutions of [14], called type-1 evolutions in [16] are,

in the language of the present work, self-similar (α, 0) interval partition evolutions,
or SSIPE(α, 0). In Section 2.1 we recall the state space of interval partitions for these
evolutions introduced in [15]. In Section 2.2 we recall from [14, 16] the construction
of SSIPE(α, 0). Finally, in Section 2.3, we recall from [18] relevant methods needed
to extend to all θ ≥ 0.

2.1. The state space: interval partitions with diversity. The state spaces
(Iα, dα) and (IH , d′H) for our evolutions were introduced in [15]. We review key
definitions and results from that study here.

We adopt the notation [n] := {1, 2, . . . , n}. For β, γ ∈ IH , a correspondence from
β to γ is a finite sequence of ordered pairs of intervals (U1, V1), . . . , (Un, Vn) ∈ β×γ,
n ≥ 0, where the sequences (Uj)j∈[n] and (Vj)j∈[n] are each strictly increasing in the
left-to-right ordering of the interval partitions. The α-distortion of a correspondence
(Uj , Vj)j∈[n] from β to γ in Iα, denoted by disα(β, γ, (Uj , Vj)j∈[n]), is defined to be
the maximum of the following four quantities:

(i)
∑

j∈[n] |Leb(Uj)− Leb(Vj)|+ ‖β‖ −
∑

j∈[n] Leb(Uj),

(ii)
∑

j∈[n] |Leb(Uj)− Leb(Vj)|+ ‖γ‖ −
∑

j∈[n] Leb(Vj),

(iii) supj∈[n] |D (α)
β (Uj)−D

(α)
γ (Vj)|,

(iv) |D (α)
β (∞)−D

(α)
γ (∞)|.

Similarly, the Hausdorff distortion of a correspondence (Uj , Vj)j∈[n] between β, γ ∈
IH , denoted by disH(β, γ, (Uj , Vj)j∈[n]), is defined to be the maximum of (i)–(ii).

For β, γ ∈ IH we define

d′H(β, γ) := inf
n≥0, (Uj ,Vj)j∈[n]

disH
(
β, γ, (Uj , Vj)j∈[n]

)
, (2.1)

where the infimum is over all correspondences from β to γ. For β, γ ∈ Iα we
similarly define

dα(β, γ) := inf
n≥0, (Uj ,Vj)j∈[n]

disα
(
β, γ, (Uj , Vj)j∈[n]

)
. (2.2)

The name “Hausdorff distortion” refers to a relationship between d′H and the Haus-
dorff metric on compact sets [15, Theorem 2.3]. Indeed, we showed that d′H gener-
ates the same topology on IH as the metric dH ◦C given by C(β) = [0, ‖β‖]\⋃U∈β U
and

dH(K1,K2) = inf{ε > 0: K1 ⊆ Kε
2 and K2 ⊆ Kε

1},
for compact K1,K2 ⊂ [0,∞), where Kε = {x ∈ [0,∞) : |x−y| ≤ ε for some y ∈ K}
is the ε-thickening of K.

Lemma 2.1 ([15, Theorems 2.3 and 2.4]). (IH , d′H) is a Polish metric space, while
(Iα, dα) is a Lusin space.

An interval partition β ∈ IH can be reversed and scaled by c > 0 as

RIP(β) :=
{

(‖β‖ − b, ‖β‖ − a) : (a, b)∈β
}
, cβ :=

{
(ca, cb) : (a, b)∈β

}
. (2.3)

For α ∈ (0, 1) and θ ≥ 0, let Wj ∼ Beta(θ+jα, 1−α), j ≥ 1, independent, and set
Pn = W1 · · ·Wn−1(1−Wn), n ≥ 1. Then the decreasing rearrangement of (Pn, n ≥
1) is known to be PD(α, θ)-distributed. To construct an interval partition with
block lengths Pn, n ≥ 1, start from {(0, P1)} and proceed inductively by inserting
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an interval of length Pn+1 to the right of any of the first n blocks with probability
α/(nα+ θ) and into left-most position with remaining probability θ/(nα+ θ). The
distribution of the limiting interval partition is called PDIP(α, θ).

TheRIP-reversal of PDIP(α, θ) was studied in [21] and [42] under the name “regen-
erative (α, θ)-interval partition” in view of a multiplicative regenerative property
and connections to ranges of subordinators and exponential subordinators. The
above construction captures the limiting proportions of customers at tables in the
ordered (α, θ)-Chinese restaurant process [42]. As a classical example, the excursion
intervals of a standard Brownian bridge form a PDIP

(
1
2 ,

1
2

)
. If we instead consider

excursion intervals in (0, 1) of unconditioned Brownian motion, including the in-
complete final excursion, then the RIP-reversal of this set (to move the incomplete
excursion interval to the start) is a PDIP(1

2 , 0).
Other examples are related to squared Bessel processes. Specifically, for r ∈R,

z ≥ 0 and B a standard one-dimensional Brownian motion, it is well-known that
there exists a unique strong solution to the equation

Z(t) = z + rt+ 2

∫ t

0

√
|Z(s)|dB(s),

which is called an r-dimensional squared Bessel process starting from z and denoted
by BESQz(r). When r ≤ 0, the boundary point 0 is not an entrance boundary for
(0,∞), while exit at 0 (we will then force absorption) happens almost surely. For
r = d ∈ N, the squared norm of a d-dimensional Brownian motion is a BESQ(d). The
BESQ(0) process, also known as the Feller diffusion, is a continuous-state branching
process that arises as a scaling limit of critical Galton–Watson processes. From
this point of view, we can interpret BESQ(r) with r > 0 as a Feller diffusion with
immigration, and the case r < 0 as a Feller diffusion with emigration at rate |r|.
See [44, 23, 37]. If we replace Brownian motion by BESQ(2 − 2α) in the forgoing
example, α ∈ (0, 1), then we get PDIP(α, α) and PDIP(α, 0). See e.g. [21, Examples
3–4 and Sections 8.3–8.4].

Proposition 2.2. Fix α ∈ (0, 1). Let S ∼ Exponential(λ) and, independently,
let Y be a Stable(α) subordinator with Laplace exponent qα. Set T := inf{s > 0 :
Y (s) > S} and

β :=
{

(Y (t−), Y (t)) : t ∈ [0, T ), Y (t−) 6= Y (t)
}
.

Then Y (T−), S−Y (T−), and (1/Y (T−))β are jointly independent, with respective
distributions Gamma(α, λ), Gamma(1−α, λ), and PDIP(α, α). Also,

1

S

({
(0, S − Y (T−))

}
? β
)
∼ PDIP(α, 0). (2.4)

This result is well-known in the folklore around the Poisson–Dirichlet distribu-
tion, but for completeness we prove it here.

Proof. Let (Z(t), t ≥ 0) ∼ BESQ(2 − 2α), as mentioned in the example above the
proposition. Then, e.g. from [38, Lemma 3.7], the last zero of Z in [0, 1] is G ∼
Beta(α, 1−α), independent of (Z(uG)/G, u ∈ [0, 1]), which is a BESQ(2−2α) bridge.
By the scaling invariance of BESQ, if S ∼ Exponential(λ) is independent of Z then
Z ′ = SZ(·/S) has the same distribution as Z and is also independent of S. Let Y
denote the level 0 inverse local time process of Z ′, so Y is a Stable(α) subordinator
independent of S [41], and let T be as in the statement of the proposition. Then

Y (T−) = SG ∼ Gamma(α, λ) and S − Y (T−) = S(1−G) ∼ Gamma(1−α, λ),
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and they are independent, by Beta-Gamma algebra. Moreover, both variables are
independent of the bridge mentioned above. The excursion intervals of that bridge
comprise the interval partition β of the proposition; thus, the claimed PDIP(α, α)
law of (1/Y (T−))β, as well as the PDIP(α, 0) in (2.4), follow from those laws arising
in connection with excursion intervals, as noted above the proposition. �

We will also require the following identity.

Lemma 2.3. For any β1, β2, γ1, γ2 ∈ Iα,

|dα(β2, γ2)− dα(β1, γ1)| ≤ dα(β1 ? β2, γ1 ? γ2) ≤ dα(β1, γ1) + dα(β2, γ2). (2.5)

Proof. The second inequality is straightforward. We prove the first. Throughout
this proof, for β ∈ Iα and x ∈ R we write β+x to denote {(a+x, b+x) : (a, b) ∈ β}.

Consider an arbitrary correspondence C = (Uj , Vj)j∈[n] from β1 ? β2 to γ1 ? γ2.
Let k,m ∈ [n] denote, respectively, the greatest index for which both Uk ∈ β1 and
Vk ∈ γ1, and the least index for which both Um+1 ∈ β2 +‖β1‖ and Vm+1 ∈ γ2 +‖γ1‖.
Then C1 = (Uj , Vj)j∈[k] and C2 = (Uj+m−‖β1‖, Vj+m−‖γ1‖)j∈[n−m] are, respectively,
correspondences from β1 to γ1 and from β2 to γ2.

If m > k then either every pair (Uj , Vj), j ∈ [k + 1,m], satisfies Uj ∈ β1 while
Vj ∈ γ2 + ‖γ1‖ or every pair has Uj ∈ β2 + ‖β1‖ while Vj ∈ γ1 (there cannot be
“mismatched” pairs of both kinds, as this would violate the ordering property of
correspondences).

We leave it to the reader to confirm that

disα(β1, γ1, C1) ≤ disα(β1 ? β2, γ1 ? γ2, C) + disα(β2, γ2, C2)

and disα(β2, γ2, C2) ≤ disα(β1 ? β2, γ1 ? γ2, C) + disα(β1, γ1, C1).

As we could obtain this bound beginning from an arbitrary correspondence be-
tween the concatenated partitions, this proves the lemma. �

2.2. Scaffolding, spindles, and SSIPE(α, 0). Let E denote the set of non-negative,
real-valued excursions that are continuous except, possibly, at their birth and death
times, when they may have càdlàg jumps:

E :=

{
f : R→ [0,∞)

∣∣∣∣∣ ∃ z ∈ (0,∞) s.t. f |(−∞,0)∪[z,∞) = 0, f(0) = f(0+),

f positive and continuous on (0, z), f(z−) exists

}
.

(2.6)
We define the lifetime and amplitude, ζ,A : E → (0,∞) via

ζ(f) = sup{s ≥ 0: f(s) > 0} and A(f) = sup{f(s), s ∈ [0, ζ(f)]}. (2.7)

For the purpose of the following, for m > 0 let Hm : E → [0,∞] denote the

first hitting time of level m. As in [14, Section 2.3], we write ν
(−2α)
BESQ to denote a

σ-finite Pitman–Yor excursion measure [44] on E associated with BESQ(−2α). In

particular, under the probability measure ν
(−2α)
BESQ ( · | A(f) > m), the restricted

canonical process (f(y), y ∈ [0, Hm(f)]) is a BESQ0(4 + 2α) stopped upon first
hitting m, independent of (f(Hm(f) + y), y ≥ 0) ∼ BESQm(−2α). As in [14], we
choose to scale this measure so that

ν
(−2α)
BESQ {f ∈ E : A(f) > m} =

2α(α+ 1)

Γ(1− α)
m−1−α for all m > 0,

ν
(−2α)
BESQ {f ∈ E : ζ(f) > z} =

α

2αΓ(1− α)Γ(1 + α)
z−1−α for all z > 0.

(2.8)
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t

y

(N,X)
or (V,X)

X(t)

X(t−)

0

(ft(z), z ≥ 0)

xt 1ft(y −X(t−))

z

skewer(y,N,X) sSkewer(y, V,X)

Figure 2.1. A discrete scaffolding and spindles. Left: The slanted
black lines comprise the graph of the scaffolding X, shaded blobs
decorating jumps describe spindles: points (t, ft) of N . The skewer
extracts intervals from level y, with color only used to illustrate the
relation between blocks and spindles. Upper right: Graph of one
spindle. Lower right: The (measure-valued) “superskewer” studied
in [18]; heights of vertical lines represent masses of atoms along a
colour spectrum on [0,1]; the superskewer arises from a richer point
measure V of spindles with “type labels,” (t, ft, xt), xt ∈ [0, 1]; here,
the colors represent these type labels. Not drawn to scale.

Now, consider a Poisson random measure N on [0,∞)× E with intensity Leb⊗
ν

(−2α)
BESQ , denoted by PRM(Leb ⊗ ν

(−2α)
BESQ ). We wish to pair this with a scaffolding

function X. The idea is that each point (t, ft) of N coincides with a jump ∆X(t) =
X(t)−X(t−) = ζ(ft). We then view the spindle ft as describing an evolving mass
that is born at level X(t−), evolves continuously, and then dies at level X(t). The
mass of this spindle at level y is then ft(y −X(t−)). See Figure 2.1.

For (S, dS) a Borel subset of a complete and separable metric space, we denote by
N (S) the space of boundedly finite measures on that space. For N ∈ N

(
[0,∞)×E

)
,

we define the length of N to be

len(N) := inf
{
t > 0: N

(
[t,∞)× E

)
= 0
}
∈ [0,∞]. (2.9)

When the following limit exists for t ∈ [0, len(N)] ∩ [0,∞), we further define

ξN (t) := lim
z↓0

(∫
[0,t]×{g∈E : ζ(g)>z}

ζ(f)N(du, df)− (1 + α)t

(2z)αΓ(1− α)Γ(1 + α)

)
. (2.10)

We also write ξ(N) :=
(
ξN (t), t ∈ [0, len(N)] ∩ [0,∞)

)
and we denote the length

of the domain interval for this process by len(ξ(N)) := len(N). We call ξ(N) the
scaffolding associated with N .

Proposition 2.4 (Proposition 2.12 of [14]). For N a PRM
(
Leb⊗ν(−2α)

BESQ

)
on [0,∞)×

E, the convergence in (2.10) holds a.s. uniformly in t on any bounded interval.
Moreover, the scaffolding ξ(N) is a spectrally positive stable Lévy process of index

1 + α, with Lévy measure Π(dz) = ν
(−2α)
BESQ {ζ ∈ dz} on (0,∞) and Laplace exponent

ψ given by

Π(dz) =
α(α+ 1)

2αΓ(1− α)Γ(1 + α)
z−α−2dz and ψ(λ) =

λ1+α

2αΓ(1 + α)
. (2.11)
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Definition 2.5 (Point measure of spindles). We write N sp ⊂ N
(
[0,∞) × E

)
to

denote the set of all counting measures N on [0,∞)×E with the following properties:

(i) N
(
{t} × E

)
≤ 1 for every t ∈ [0,∞),

(ii) N
(
[0, t]× {f ∈ E : ζ(f) > z}

)
<∞ for every t, z > 0,

(iii) the convergence in (2.10) holds uniformly in t on bounded intervals.

We define N sp
fin := {N ∈ N sp : len(N) < ∞}. We call the members of N sp point

measures of spindles. We denote the σ-algebras on these spaces generated by eval-
uation maps by Σ(N sp) and Σ

(
N sp

fin

)
.

Let (Na)a∈A denote a family of elements of N sp
fin indexed by a totally ordered set

(A,�). For the purpose of this definition, set S(a) :=
∑

b�a len(Nb) and S(a−) :=∑
b≺a len(Nb) for each a ∈ A. If S(a−) < ∞ for every a ∈ A and if for every

consecutive a ≺ b in A we have Na({len(Na)} × E) + Nb({0} × E) ≤ 1, then we
define the concatenation to be the counting measure

?
a∈A

Na :=
∑
a∈A

∫
δ (S(a−) + t, f)Na(dt, df). (2.12)

Definition 2.6 (Skewer). Let N =
∑

i∈N δ (ti, fi) ∈ N
(
[0,∞)×E

)
and X a càdlàg

process such that
∑

t≥0,∆X(t)>0 δ (t,∆X(t)) =
∑

i∈N δ (ti, ζ(fi)). The skewer of the

pair (N,X) at level y is the interval partition

skewer(y,N,X) := {(My(t−),My(t)) : My(t−) < My(t), t ≥ 0}, (2.13)

where My(t) =
∫

[0,t]×E f
(
y −X(s−)

)
N(ds, df). Denote the process by

skewer(N,X) := (skewer(y,N,X), y ≥ 0).

For simplicity, when X = ξ(N) we write skewer(N) := skewer(N, ξ(N)) and
skewer(y,N) := skewer(y,N, ξ(N)).

See Figure 2.1 for an illustration of how skewer(y,N,X) extracts an interval
partition from a point measure N of spindles via the level set at level y of X. As
the level y ∈ [0,∞) is varied, this yields the skewer process skewer(N,X). For
more detail we refer to [14, Section 2.3–2.4 and 3.1].

We now recall the construction of random point measures used in [14].

Definition 2.7 (Nβ and Pα,0
β ). Let β ∈ IH . If β = ∅, set Nβ := 0. Otherwise,

we carry out the following construction independently for each U ∈ β. Let N ∼
PRM(Leb⊗ ν(−2α)

BESQ ) and f ∼ BESQLeb(U)(−2α) independent, and consider the hitting

time T := inf{t > 0: ξN(t) = −ζ(f)}. Let NU := δ (0, f) + N|[0,T ]. We write Pα,0
β

to denote the law of Nβ := ?U∈βNU on N sp
fin . For probability distributions µ on

IH , we write Pα,0
µ :=

∫
Pα,0
β µ(dβ) to denote the µ-mixture of the laws Pα,0

β .

Proposition 2.8 (Propositions 5.3 and 6.11 of [14]). (i) For any β ∈ IH , for
(NU , U ∈ β) as in Definition 2.7,

∑
U∈β len(NU ) is a.s. finite.

(ii) The map β 7→ Pα,0
β is a stochastic kernel from IH to N sp

fin .

(iii) For β ∈ Iα, there is a version of Nβ for which skewer(Nβ) is well-defined
and dα-path-continuous. For β ∈ IH , the same holds except at time 0, where
the process is merely d′H-continuous.

Proposition 2.9 (Theorems 1.2–1.8 of [16]). The dα-path-continuous version of
skewer(Nβ) is the SSIPEβ(α, 0), i.e. the Hunt process in the θ = 0 case of Propo-
sition 1.3, with all of the properties claimed in that theorem.
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Figure 2.2. Simulated Stable(1.3) scaffolding and spindles, super-
posed with a plot of its infimum process. Its excursions above the
infimum are the points of F⊥ in (2.17).

2.3. Scaffolding excursions above the minimum and associated clades. We
now recall the developments in [18] that are used to construct Fleming–Viot diffu-
sions, supported on the purely atomic measures, that are stationary with PD(α, θ)
ranked atom masses, in particular with θ > 0.

Definition 2.10. (1) A clade is a point measure of spindles N ∈ N sp
fin with the

property that ξ(N) is a non-negative càdlàg excursion. Recall that heights of the
scaffolding ξ(N) correspond to times in the skewer process skewer(N, ξ(N)). In
light of this, for a point measure N ∈ N sp

fin , we define its lifetime by

ζ+(N) := sup
t≥0

ξN (t). (2.14)

(2) For a point measure N ∈ N sp and an interval [a, b], the shifted restriction
N |←[a,b]×E is defined as the restriction of N to [a, b] × E , translated so that it is

supported on [0, b − a] × E . The shifted restriction of a function X : [0,∞) → R,
denoted by X|←[a,b], is defined correspondingly:

N
∣∣←
[a,b]×E([c, d]×A) = N

(
([c+a, d+a]∩[a, b])×A

)
, c≤d, A∈Σ(N sp)

X
∣∣←
[a,b]

(t) = 1{t ∈ [0, b− a]}X(t+ a), t ∈ R.
(2.15)

Let N denote a PRM
(
Leb⊗ ν(−2α)

BESQ

)
on [0,∞)× E and X := ξ(N). Let

T−y := inf {t ≥ 0: X(t) < −y} for y ≥ 0. (2.16)

This is a Stable(1/(1 + α)) subordinator [2, Theorem VII.1], the jumps of which
correspond to the intervals of excursions of X above its infimum process. We define

F⊥ :=
∑

y≥0: T (−y)−<T−y

δ
(
y,N

∣∣←
[T (−y)−,T−y)

)
. (2.17)

Then this is a point measure of clades, with each point δ (y,N) corresponding to
an excursion ξ(N) of X above its infimum, when X reaches level −y; see Figure
2.2. In [18], we considered the corresponding point measure of excursions for a
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point measure of spindles with type labels, V ∼ PRM
(
Leb⊗ν(−2α)

BESQ ⊗Unif[0, 1]
)
. We

denoted by ϕ the map that projects away these type labels, so that we could have
a coupled pair (V,N) with N = ϕ(V). In [18, Proposition 4.3] the analog to F⊥ in

that setting was shown to be a PRM(Leb⊗ν(α)
⊥cld) with an Itô intensity measure ν

(α)
⊥cld

on a space of clades with type labels, paired with scaffoldings. The pairs (V,X)
arising as points in that measure had the a.s. property X = (ξ ◦ ϕ)(V ). It follows

that in the present setting, F⊥ is a PRM(Leb ⊗ ν(α)
⊥cld), the Itô intensity measure of

which, ν
(α)
⊥cld, is the pushforward of ν

(α)
⊥cld via the map (V,X) 7→ ϕ(V ).

In fact, the point measure F⊥ can replace the role of N in the construction of
NU in Definition 2.7:

NU = δ(0, f)+N
∣∣
[0,T ]

= δ(0, f)+ ?
points (y,Ny) in F⊥ : y<ζ(f)

Ny ∼ Pα,0
{(0,Leb(U))}, (2.18)

where the concatenation is in order of increasing y.
Along with the point measure Nβ of Definition 2.7, the point measure F⊥, up

to a constant change of intensity dependent on θ, is the final ingredient needed to
construct SSIPE(α, θ) with θ > 0. Before we proceed to this construction, we recall

a few key properties of ν
(α)
⊥cld from [18].

For c > 0 and N ∈ N sp
fin we define the scaling operator

c�αcldN =

∫
δ
(
c1+αt, c�sp f

)
N(dt, df), where c�spf =

(
cf(y/c), y ∈ R

)
. (2.19)

Note the following relations:

ζ+(c�αcld N) = cζ+(N), len(c�αcld N) = c1+αlen(N). (2.20)

We may also define c�αcld N in the same manner for N ∈ N sp with len(N) =∞.

Lemma 2.11 (Self-similarity of ν
(α)
⊥cld, Lemma 4.4 in [18]). For c > 0, we have

cν
(α)
⊥cld(c�αcld A) = ν

(α)
⊥cld(A) for A ∈ Σ(N sp). (2.21)

Let N ∈ N sp and X := ξ(N). For y ≥ 0, if an atom (t, ft) of N satisfies

y ∈
(
X(t−), X(t)

)
, i.e. the spindle ft crosses level y, then we define f̂yt and f̌yt to

be its broken components split about that crossing. Let my = ft(y −X(t−)). See
Figure 2.3. Recall the notation ζ+ and len from (2.14) and (2.9).

Proposition 2.12 (Proposition 4.5 and 4.10(i) in [18]).

(i) ν
(α)
⊥cld

{
ζ+>z

}
= αz−1, z > 0.

(ii) ν
(α)
⊥cld

{
len > x

}
=

(2αΓ(1 + α))1/(1+α)

Γ(α/(1 + α))
x−1/(1+α), x > 0.

(iii) ν
(α)
⊥cld(my ∈ · | ζ+ > y) ∼ Gamma(1− α, 1/2y), y > 0.

Lemma 2.13 (Mid-spindle Markov property (MSMP) for ν
(α)
⊥cld, Proposition 4.7

in [18]). Fix y > 0. Consider n with law ν
(α)
⊥cld

(
· | ζ+ > y

)
. Let (T, fT ) denote

the first spindle in n that crosses level y, and let f̂yn,T and f̌yn,T denote its broken

components split about that crossing. Finally, let my(n) := f̌yT (y − ξn(T−)) =

f̂yT (0). Given my(n), the process n|[0,T ) + δ
(
T, f̌yn,T

)
is conditionally independent of

n|←(T,∞)+δ
(
0, f̂yn,T

)
. Moreover, under the conditional law, (n|←(T,∞), f̂

y
n,T ) has the law
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f̌yT

T

y
fT f̂yT

Figure 2.3. Simulation of a clade N ∼ ν(α)
⊥cld( · | ζ+ > y) (with α =

0.7) and the broken spindle components,
(
f̌yT , f̂

y
T

)
, of the leftmost

spindle to cross level y, denoted fT and shaded blue. The leftmost
block mass my(N) is the width of this blue spindle as it crosses the
horizontal dashed line.

of (N′|[0,τ ], f
′), where f ′ ∼ BESQmy(n)(−2α), N′ ∼ PRM

(
Leb ⊗ ν(−2α)

BESQ

)
independent

of f ′, and τ is the hitting time of level −(y + ζ(f ′)) by the scaffolding ξ(N′).

3. Self-similar (α, θ) interval partition evolutions for θ > 0

For any point measure F
↼

on [0,∞)×N sp
fin , we define an interval-partition-valued

process by concatenation, whenever it is well-defined:

fSkewer
(
y, F

↼)
:= ?

points (s,Ns) of F
↼

: s∈[y,0]

skewer(y − s,Ns), y ≥ 0. (3.1)

In this formula we adopt the convention that concatenation over s ∈ [y, 0], with
y > 0, denotes concatenation over s ∈ [0, y] in reverse order. I.e. if for two points
(s1, N1), (s2, N2), we have s1 < s2, then we concatenate skewer(y−s2, N2) to
the left of skewer(y−s1, N1). In the population and branching interpretation of
the skewer process, these two points represent two sub-populations that enter via
immigration at respective times s1 and s2. We follow our convention that any new
immigrant clade is placed to the left of the current population.

Definition 3.1 (β
↼

). Fix α ∈ (0, 1), θ > 0. Let F
↼

θ be a PRM
(
θ
αLeb ⊗ ν(α)

⊥cld

)
on

[0,∞)×N sp
fin . We define an interval-partition-valued process

β
↼

:=
(
β
↼y, y ≥ 0

)
where β

↼y := fSkewer
(
y,F

↼

θ

)
, y ≥ 0. (3.2)

The transition kernel of Definition 1.2 possesses a branching property. In that
branching perspective, β

↼
will serve as an immigration process, describing all descen-

dants of individuals that enter via immigration, which occurs, in some sense, with
rate proportional to θ.

Proposition 3.2.
(
β
↼y, y ≥ 0

)
a.s. has continuous paths in (Iα, dα).
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We will prove this in Section 3.2.
To describe a general SSIPE(α, θ), we must combine the immigration process with

the process describing all descendants of the time-zero population; the latter is the
SSIPE(α, 0) of [16].

Definition 3.3 (Pα,θµ ). Fix α ∈ (0, 1), θ > 0 and a probability distribution µ on

IH . Let Nµ∼Pα,0
µ as in Definition 2.7 and, independently, let F

↼

θ and β
↼

be as in
Definition 3.1. Let

γy = skewer (y,Nµ) and βy := β
↼y ? γy for y ≥ 0. (3.3)

From Propositions 2.8(iii) and 3.2, we see that (βy, y ≥ 0) is a.s. dα-path-continuous,
except at time 0 if the initial state is in IH \ Iα, in which case the process is a.s.

d′H -continuous at time 0. We denote by Pα,θµ the law of (βy, y ≥ 0) on C([0,∞), IH).

In Section 1.2 we introduced the term self-similar (α, θ) interval partition evolu-

tion (SSIPE(α, θ)) to describe a Hunt process with
(
κα,θy , y ≥ 0

)
as its transition

semigroup.

Proposition 3.4. Pα,θβ is the law of an SSIPEβ(α, θ), for β ∈ Iα.

We prove this, along with Proposition 1.3(i), in Section 3.4. To do so, we must
prove the Hunt property and the claimed transition semigroup for (βy, y ≥ 0) as in
(3.3).

3.1. Entrance law for the immigration process.

Lemma 3.5. Fix y > 0 and consider n ∼ ν(α)
⊥cld

(
·
∣∣ ζ+ > y

)
.

(i) The process skewer(n) constructed in Definition 2.6 is a well-defined random
variable in C([0,∞), (Iα, dα)) under the Borel σ-algebra generated by uniform
convergence. It is a path-continuous excursion in Iα starting from ∅.

(ii) skewer(n, y)
d
= Byβ̄, where By ∼ Exponential(1/2y) independent of β̄ ∼

PDIP(α, 0).

These results have superprocess analogs in [18, Propositions 4.6, 4.10(ii)].

Proof. We may assume that n is the clade corresponding to the first excursion above
the minimum of X with lifetime ζ+ > y. Then we can write n = N

∣∣←
[T ′,T ′′)

for a

pair of a.s. finite random times T ′, T ′′.
(i) It is well known that X does not jump when it attains a local minimum at

time T ′; see e.g. [18, Proposition 4.5(iii)]. Thus, X(T ′) = X(T ′−), and

skewer(N|[0,T ′′),X|[0,T ′′) −X(T ′))

= skewer(N|[0,T ′),X|[0,T ′) −X(T ′)) ? skewer(n).

From [14, Proposition 3.8], the first two skewer processes in this formula are a.s.
dα-continuous. The dα-continuity of skewer(n) follows, by Lemma 2.5. Finally,
by definition of n we get skewer(0,n) = ∅.

(ii) By the MSMP, Lemma 2.13, given n|[0,T≥y ], the point measure n|←
(T≥y ,∞)

is

conditionally a PRM
(
Leb⊗ν(−2α)

BESQ

)
killed when its scaffolding hits level−ξn(T≥y). Let

γ denote skewer(n, y) minus its leftmost block. Then by [16, proof of Proposition
3.4], G := ‖γ‖ ∼ Gamma(α, 1/2y) and, independently, γ̄ := (1/G)γ ∼ PDIP(α, α).
By the Markov property of n when ξ(n) first hits level y, γ is independent of
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my(n). Finally, our claim follows from Lemma 2.12(iii), which notes that my(n) ∼
Gamma(1− α, 1/2y), and the characterization of PDIP(α, 0) in Proposition 2.2. �

The following proposition confirms that, for each y > 0, β
↼y is well-defined and

lies in Iα a.s.. This is not obvious, as the diversity property of Definition 1.14 is
not generally preserved over infinite concatenations.

Proposition 3.6 (Cf. Proposition 5.1 in [18]). For any y > 0, consider G ∼
Gamma(θ, 1/2y) and an independent interval partition γ ∼ PDIP(α, θ). Then Gγ

d
=

β
↼y, where β

↼y is as in Definition 3.1.

Proof. Let
(
(Si, Ni), i ≥ 1

)
denote the sequence of points in F

↼

θ in which the clade
crosses level y, i.e. for which ζ+(Ni) + Si > y > Si. These comprise the points of
an inhomogeneous Poisson random measure. Let

Mi := ‖skewer (y−Si, Ni)‖ , β̄i :=
1

Mi
skewer (y−Si, Ni) .

Then β
↼y =?1

i=∞Miβ̄i, where the concatenation is ordered so that the β̄i+1 term is
attached to the left of the β̄i term, for each i.

From the arguments in [18, proof of Proposition 5.1], we get:

(i) the sequence Bi := (y − Si)/(y − Si−1), i ≥ 1, is i.i.d. Beta(θ, 1), and
(ii) the (Ni, i ≥ 1) are conditionally independent given (Sj , j ≥ 1), with respec-

tive conditional distributions ν
(α)
⊥cld{ · | ζ+ + Si > y}.

By Lemma 3.5(ii), conditionally given (Sj , j ≥ 1), we get

(Mi, β̄i) ∼ Exponential(1/2(y − Si))⊗ PDIP(α, 0) for i ≥ 1.

We get a nicer characterization via the telescoping product of the Beta variables
(Bi) and their interaction with the exponential variables (Mi):

Ei := Mi

(
i∏

j=1

Bj

)−1

∼ Exponential(1/2y). (3.4)

Then, as in [18], the sequences (Bi), (Ei), and (β̄i) are each i.i.d. and are jointly
independent of each other. Now, by a multivariate distributional identity noted in
[18, Lemma 5.3], which extends the usual Beta-Gamma calculus,

β
↼y =

1

?
i=∞

((
Ei

i∏
j=1

Bj

)
β̄i

)
d
= G

1

?
i=∞

(
(1−Bi)

(
i−1∏
j=1

Bj

)
β̄i

)
, (3.5)

where G ∼ Gamma(θ, 1/2y). To conclude, we appeal to a classical decomposition
(see e.g. [42, Corollary 8]):

γ
d
= (Bγ̄) ? ((1−B)β̄), (3.6)

where γ̄ ∼ PDIP(α, θ), β̄ ∼ PDIP(α, 0), and B ∼ Beta(θ, 1) independent of each
other. Iterating (3.6) yields that the right hand side in (3.5) has the claimed dis-
tribution. �
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3.2. Proof of Proposition 3.2: path-continuity of the immigration process.

Let F
↼

θ ∼ PRM
(
θ
αLeb|(0,∞) ⊗ ν(α)

⊥cld

)
. Fix y0 > 0. We first lift from [18, Section 7.2]

a result that controls uniformly in level [0, y0] the contributions of newly entered
clades. To this end, let us introduce some notation. For every z ≥ 0, we define

β
↼y
z := fSkewer

(
y,F

↼

θ

∣∣
[z,∞)×N sp

fin

)
.

That is, only those clades entering above level z count for the process (β
↼y
z , y ≥ 0).

In particular, β
↼y
z = ∅ for all y ≤ z. For every z ≥ 0, let

D
y
z := Γ(1− α) lim sup

h↓0
hα#{U ∈ β↼yz : Leb(U) > h}, y ≥ 0.

Lemma 3.7. Almost surely, for all ε > 0, there exists δ′ > 0 (that depends on ε
and the realization) such that

sup
y∈(z,z+δ′]

‖β↼yz‖ < ε/3, sup
y∈(z,z+δ′]

D
y
z < ε/3, for every z ∈ [0, y0]. (3.7)

The second part of (3.7) has been obtained as Claim 1 in the proof of [18, Propo-
sition 7.3]. That argument was made in the setting of the measure-valued “super-
skewer” map, but it translates without modification to the setting of the skewer
map; see Figure 2.1 for an illustration relating these maps. The same arguments
can be adapted to prove the total mass part. We omit the details.

Our next step is to prove that almost surely, β
↼y has the α-diversity property for

every y ≥ 0.

Lemma 3.8. Almost surely, β
↼y ∈ Iα for every y∈ [0, y0].

Proof of Lemma 3.8. By Lemma 3.5(i), Proposition 2.12(i), and standard proper-
ties of Poisson random measures, the following holds almost surely: for all δ > 0,
there are finitely many points (s,Ns) of F

↼

θ with s ∈ [0, y0) and ζ+(Ns) > δ;
moreover, for each (s,Ns), the process y 7→ skewer(y,Ns) is path-continuous in
(Iα, dα). For the remainder of this proof, we will argue on the intersection of this
almost sure event and the one in Lemma 3.7.

Fix any ε > 0 and take δ′ > 0 so that (3.7) holds. Fix any y ∈ [0, y0] and let
y′ := max(y− δ′, 0). Define the concatenation of long-living clades that enter below
level y′ by

γzy′ = fSkewer
(
z, F

↼

θ

∣∣
[0,y′)×{N∈N sp : ζ+(N)>δ′/4}

)
, z ≥ 0, (3.8)

which takes values in Iα, due to the choice of the almost sure event. Then we have
the decomposition β

↼y = β
↼y
y′ ? γ

y
y′ . Indeed, among the clades that are born below

level y′, only those long-living ones contribute to β
↼y at level y.

For every t ≥ 0, set

Dβ
↼
y(t) := Γ(1− α) lim sup

h↓0
hα#{U ∈ β↼y : Leb(U) > h, supU ≤ t},

Dβ
↼
y(t) := Γ(1− α) lim inf

h↓0
hα#{U ∈ β↼y : Leb(U) > h, supU ≤ t}.

Then β
↼y has the α-diversity property if and only if Dβ

↼
y(t) = Dβ

↼
y(t) for every t ≥ 0.

Moreover, we then have Dβ
↼
y(t) = Dβ

↼
y(t) = Dβ

↼
y(t).

Write ∆ := ‖β↼yy′‖. By the identity β
↼y = β

↼y
y′ ? γ

y
y′ , we have, for every t ≥ 0,

Dβ
↼
y(t) ≤ Dy

y′ + 1{t ≥ ∆}Dγy
y′

(t−∆), Dβ
↼
y(t) ≥ 1{t ≥ ∆}Dγy

y′
(t−∆).
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y

Figure 3.1. Decomposition of a point measure of spindles into up-
per and lower cutoff processes, as in (3.9).

Since D
y
y′ < ε/3 by (3.7), we have

∣∣∣Dβ
↼
y(t)−Dβ

↼
y(t)

∣∣∣ < ε. Since ε was arbitrary, we

deduce the existence of Dβ
↼
y(t) = Dβ

↼
y(t) = Dβ

↼
y(t) for all t ≥ 0. We conclude that

β
↼y ∈ Iα for every y∈ [0, y0]. �

To complete the proof of Proposition 3.2, it suffices to fix any realization in the
almost sure event considered in the proof of Lemma 3.8 and to check the continuity
of y 7→ β

↼y at any x ∈ [0, y0], under the metric dα.
Fix any ε>0 and take δ′>0 so that (3.7) holds. Let x′ := max(x− δ′/2, 0) and

define the process (γyx′ , y ≥ 0) as in (3.8), which evolves continuously in (Iα, dα). In
particular, there is δ ∈ (0, δ′/4) such that for every z∈ [0, y0] with |x−z|<δ, we have
dα(γxx′ , γ

z
x′) < ε/3. Recall (2.2), then there exists a correspondence (Uxj , U

z
j )j∈[n]

from γxx′ to γzx′ , such that the α-distortion satisfies

disα(γxx′ , γ
z
x′ , (U

x
j , U

z
j )j∈[n]) ≤ dα(γxx′ , γ

z
x′) + ε/3 ≤ 2ε/3.

Since β
↼y = β

↼y
x′ ?γ

y
x′ for all y ≥ x′+δ′/4, which in particular holds for y = x, we have

max
i∈[n]

∣∣∣Dβ
↼
x(Uxi )−Dγx

x′
(Uxi )

∣∣∣≤Dx
x′ ,
∣∣∣Dβ

↼
x(∞)−Dγx

x′
(∞)

∣∣∣≤Dx
x′ ,
∣∣∣‖β↼x‖−‖γxx′‖∣∣∣≤‖β↼xx′‖,

and similar bounds with x replaced by z. Note that (Uxj , U
z
j )j∈[n] induces a corre-

spondence from β
↼x to β

↼z. Consequently, we have∣∣∣disα(γxx′ , γ
z
x′ , (U

x
j , U

z
j )j∈[n])−disα(β

↼x, β
↼z, (Uxj , U

z
j )j∈[n])

∣∣∣≤max(D
x
x′ , D

z
x′ , ‖β

↼x
x′‖, ‖β

↼z
x′‖).

Since x, z ∈ (x′, x′+δ′), we have by (3.7) that max(D
x
x′ , D

z
x′ , ‖β

↼x
x′‖, ‖β

↼z
x′‖) < ε/3. It

follows that dα(β
↼x, β

↼z)≤disα(β
↼x, β

↼z, (Uxj , U
z
j )j∈[n])≤ε. This implies the continuity

at x, as required. �

3.3. Simple Markov property. Recall the broken spindle notation illustrated in
Figure 2.3. We define the lower and upper cutoff processes, depicted in Figure 3.1,
by

cutoff≤y
(
N
)

:=
∑

points (t,ft) of N

(
1
{
y ∈

(
X(t−), X(t)

)}
δ
(
Θ(t), f̌yt

)
+ 1

{
X(t) ≤ y

}
δ
(
Θ(t), ft

) ) ,
cutoff≥y

(
N
)

:=
∑

points (t,ft) of N

(
1
{
y ∈

(
X(t−), X(t)

)}
δ
(
t−Θ(t), f̂yt

)
+ 1

{
X(t−) ≥ y

}
δ
(
t−Θ(t), ft

) ), (3.9)

where Θ(t) := Leb{u ≤ t : X(u) ≤ y} for t ≥ 0.
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Corollary 3.9 (Markov-like property of ν
(α)
⊥cld). Let y>0 and n ∼ ν(α)

⊥cld

(
·
∣∣ ζ+>y

)
.

Then given cutoff≤y
(
n
)
, the point measure cutoff≥y

(
n
)

has conditional distri-

bution Pα,0
βy with βy = skewer(y,n).

This is akin to a Markov property, with cutoff≤y
(
n
)
, βy, and cutoff≥y

(
n
)

playing the respective parts of past, present, and future. A closely related statement
is proved in [18, Corollary 4.8] for the construction of measure-valued processes.
While the proof is identical, we repeat it here because it is short and the upper
cutoff process of (3.9) captures important additional order structure compared to
the upper point measures of [18].

Proof. Using the MSMP Lemma 2.13 and the notation in its statement, the condi-
tional distribution that we wish to characterize is the same as the distribution of
cutoff≥0

(
N ′
)

given β′ = skewer(0, N ′), where N ′ = δ (0, f ′) + N′|[0,τ ]. By the
Markov-like property of N ′, noted in [14, Proposition 5.9], the latter conditional

law is the same as Pα,0
β′ . This proves the corollary. �

To describe the Markov property we require additional notation. Recall (3.9).

For any point measure F
↼

on [0,∞)×N sp
fin we define

N≥y0 (F
↼

) := ?
points (s,Ns) of F

↼
: s∈[y,0]

cutoff≥y−s
(
Ns

)
, (3.10)

provided that this concatenation is well-defined, with the same convention as in
(3.1) that we write [y, 0] as the time interval over which we concatenate, despite y
being positive, to indicate that we concatenate in reverse order, setting cutoff point
measures with s high to the left of those with s low. Extending the notion of cutoff
processes to point measures of clades, we set

cutoff≤y
(
F
↼)

:=
∑

points (s,Ns) of F
↼

: s∈[y,0]

δ
(
s,cutoff≤y−s

(
Ns

))
. (3.11)

The following result is analogous to [18, Lemma 5.7].

Lemma 3.10. Fix y > 0 and let F
↼

θ be a PRM( θαLeb⊗ν(α)
⊥cld) on (0,∞)×N sp

fin . Then

given cutoff≤y
(
F
↼

θ

)
, we have the following conditional distribution:(

F
↼

θ

∣∣
(y,∞)×N sp

fin
, N≥y0

(
F
↼

θ

))
∼ PRM

( θ
α

Leb
∣∣
(y,∞)

⊗ ν(α)
⊥cld

)
⊗Pα,0

βy , (3.12)

where βy = fSkewer(y,F
↼

θ).

Proof. The proof of [18, Lemma 5.7] is easily adapted, with no adjustments needed
for the conditional independence and first marginal of (3.12). For the second mar-
ginal, we recall from the proof of Proposition 3.6 the notation (Si, Ni), denoting

the ith point in F
↼

θ|[0,y)×N sp whose scaffolding Xi = ξ(Ni) exceeds level y − Si. In

this notation, N≥y0

(
F
↼

θ

)
= ?1

i=∞cutoff≥y−Si
(
Ni

)
. As noted in that proof, the

(Ni, i ≥ 1) are conditionally independent given the (Si, i ≥ 1), with respective

conditional laws Ni ∼ ν(α)
⊥cld( · | ζ+>y−Si), i ≥ 1. Corollary 3.9 then implies that,

given cutoff≤y
(
F
↼

θ

)
, the ith term in this concatenation has conditional law Pα,0

βyi
,

where βyi = skewer(y − Si, Ni). Finally, N≥y0 (F
↼

) concatenates upper cutoff pro-

cesses in the same order in which fSkewer(y,F
↼

) concatenates the contributions βyi
to the level-y interval partition, βy. It follows straight from Definition 2.7, applied
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to β = βy, that the conditional distribution of N≥y0 (F
↼

θ) given cutoff≤y
(
F
↼

θ

)
is

indeed Pα,0
βy . �

The following version of the Markov property was already obtained in [14, Propo-
sition 6.13] in the case θ = 0 and in [16, Proposition 3.11] in the case θ = α. We
can now establish the general case.

Proposition 3.11 (Simple Markov property). For µ a probability distribution on

IH , let (βy, y ≥ 0) ∼ Pα,θµ . Then for any y > 0, given (βr, r ≤ y), the process

(βz+y, z ≥ 0) has conditional distribution Pα,θβy .

Proof. We follow the notation of equation (3.3). We extend the notation from
Definition 2.10 for the shifted restriction of a point measure of spindles, N |←[a,b]×E ,
to apply to point measures of clades. Using [14, Lemma 5.4(i)], which asserts that

skewer(z,N) = skewer(z−y,cutoff≥y (N)),

we get, for z ≥ 0,

βz+y = fSkewer
(
z,F

↼

θ

∣∣←
(y,∞)×N sp

)
? skewer

(
z,N≥y0 (F

↼

θ) ? cutoff
≥y (Nµ)

)
.

The process (βr, r ≤ y) is a function of cutoff≤y
(
F
↼

θ

)
and cutoff≤y (Nµ). Thus,

it suffices to prove that, given these two cutoff point measures, (βz+y, z ≥ 0) has

conditional law Pα,θβy .

Lemma 3.10 asserts that under this conditioning, F
↼∣∣←

(y,∞)×N sp and N≥y0 (F
↼

θ)

are conditionally independent, with conditional laws PRM
(
θ
αLeb ⊗ ν(α)

⊥cld

)
and Pα,0

β
↼
y

respectively. Analogously, [14, Proposition 6.6] implies that cutoff≥y (Nµ) has

conditional law Pα,0
γy , and by construction, this is conditionally independent of the

other two point measures. Finally, it follows from Definition 2.7 of these laws that

N≥y0 (F
↼

θ) ? cutoff
≥y (Nµ) has conditional law Pα,0

β
↼
y?γy

= Pα,0
βy .

We conclude by Definition 3.3 of Pα,θβy . �

3.4. Semigroup, Hunt property, and 1-self-similarity. Having prepared the
required ingredients in the preceding sections, we can now prove parts of Proposition
1.3. The proofs in this section largely mirror the corresponding proofs in [18,
Section 5], with the differences being predominantly carried in the aforementioned
preparation.

Proposition 3.12 (Transition semigroup under Pα,θµ ). The kernels κα,θy of Defini-

tion 1.2 comprise the transition semigroup of a process with law Pα,θµ for any law µ
on IH .

Proof. Fix γ ∈ IH . As we have already shown in Proposition 3.11 that (βy, y ≥
0) ∼ Pα,θγ possesses the Markov property, it suffices to show that βy ∼ κα,θy (γ, · )
for any y. Recall from Definition 1.2 that a κα,θy (γ, · )-distributed interval partition
comprises a PDIP(α, θ), β̄, scaled by a Gamma-distributed factor Gy, concatenated
with partitions βyU corresponding to the blocks U ∈ γ. We therefore complete the
proof with reference to [14, Corollary 3.7] and Proposition 3.6. The former states
the θ = 0 case of the present result, accounting for all of the (βyU , U ∈ γ); the latter
describes the blocks arising from immigration with rate θ > 0, accounting for Gyβ̄,
as required. �
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Proposition 3.13 (Continuity in the initial condition). For a convergent sequence

βn → β in (IH , d′H), we get weak convergence Pα,θβn → Pα,θβ in the sense of finite-

dimensional distributions on (Iα, dα) at positive times.

Proof. In the case θ = 0, this has been proved by [14, Corollary 6.16] in the space
(Iα, dα). The same conclusion holds for (IH , d′H) as well; see [14, Proposition
6.20] and the remarks below it. By these results, there exists a probability space
supporting a sequence of processes (βyn, y ≥ 0), n ≥ 0, that converges in probability,

with respective distributions Pα,0βn
. Now, on (a suitable enlargement of) the same

probability space, consider and independent process
(
β
↼y, y ≥ 0

)
∼ Pα,θ∅ . Then for

each n, by Definition 3.3,
(
β
↼y ? βyn, y ≥ 0

)
∼ Pα,θβn , and these processes converge in

probability in the sense of finite-dimensional distributions. �

Proposition 3.14 (Strong Markov property). Let (βy, y ≥ 0) ∼ Pα,θµ for some
initial law µ on IH . Denote by (FyI , y ≥ 0) the right-continuous natural filtration
of this process and consider an a.s. finite (FyI , y ≥ 0)-stopping time, Y . Then given

FYI , the process (βY+y, y ≥ 0) has conditional distribution Pα,θ
βY

.

Proof. This follows from standard arguments: first assume the stopping time takes
a finite number of possible values, then pass to the general case via approximation,
using continuity in the initial condition, Proposition 3.13. See the proof of [29,
Theorem 19.17] for such an argument written in detail. �

We now prove the existence of a Hunt process with the transition kernel intro-

duced in Definition 1.2 by showing that Pα,θµ is the law of such a process, thereby
proving Proposition 1.3(i) and Proposition 3.4.

Proof of Proposition 1.3(i) and Proposition 3.4. The process (βy, y ≥ 0) ∼ Pα,θβ
was constructed by concatenating path-continuous parts (Propositions 2.8(iii) and
3.2), so we know that it is continuous, and we have shown that it has the strong
Markov property (Proposition 3.14) with the claimed semigroup (Proposition 3.12).
These properties, along with continuity in the initial condition and the Lusin prop-
erty of the state space (Iα, dα), noted in Propositions 3.13 and 2.1 respectively,
satisfy Sharpe’s definition of a Hunt process; see e.g. [33, Definition A.18]. �

Now, we establish the scaling invariance and total mass process of SSIPE(α, θ).

Proof of Proposition 1.3(ii), scaling invariance for SSIPE(α, θ). We follow the no-
tation of (3.3). Since the statement in the case θ = 0, which applies to (γy, y ≥ 0),
has been obtained as a part of [14, Theorem 1.2], it suffices to prove scaling invari-

ance for
(
β
↼y, y ≥ 0

)
.

Recall the definition of scaling of clades in (2.19). Let F
↼(c)
θ denote the point

measure obtained by replacing each atom (s,Ns) of F
↼

θ with (cs, c �cld Ns). Note
that skewer(y, c �cld Ns) = cskewer(y/c,Ns) for every y > 0. Using this fact
and a change of variable, we have the identity

β
↼y
c := fSkewer(y,F

↼(c)
θ ) = ?

points (s,Ns) of F
↼(c)
θ : s∈[y,0]

skewer(y − s,Ns)

= ?
points (r,Nr) of F

↼

θ : r∈[y/c,0]

c skewer(y/c− r,Nr) = cβ
↼y/c, y ≥ 0.
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On the other hand, it follows from (2.21) that F
↼(c)
θ

d
= F

↼

θ, so we have

(β
↼y, y ≥ 0)

d
= (β

↼y
c , y ≥ 0) = (cβ

↼y/c, y ≥ 0),

as desired. �

Proof of Proposition 1.3(iii), total mass process for SSIPE(α, θ). Again following the
notation of (3.3), let (Ay, y ≥ 0) ∼ BESQ‖β0‖(0) given β0, and independently let
(Zy, y ≥ 0) ∼ BESQ0(2θ). We know from [23, Equation (50)] and Proposition 3.6

that Zy ∼ Gamma(θ, 1/2y) ∼
∥∥β↼y∥∥. From [16, Theorem 1.4], which is the θ = 0

special case of Proposition 1.3(iii), we know ‖γy‖ d
= Ay. Thus,

‖βy‖ =
∥∥β↼y∥∥+ ‖γy‖ d

= Zy +Ay.

By the additivity of squared Bessel processes [23, Theorem 7], this has the law of
the level y evaluation of a BESQ‖β0‖(2θ).

To pass from one-dimensional to finite-dimensional distributions, we appeal to
the simple Markov property. In particular, β

↼y+z can be decomposed into an
SSIPE∅(α, θ) (analogous to β

↼
) comprising blocks entering via immigration between

levels y and y + z, and, given βy, a conditionally independent SSIPEβy(α, 0) (anal-
ogous to γ). The same BESQ additivity argument as above completes the argu-
ment. �

3.5. Pseudo-stationarity. In this section, we will prove Proposition 1.3(iv), which
asserts that, if the initial state of a SSIPE(α, θ), β0, is a PDIP(α, θ) scaled by an
independent random mass, then so is its state at every subsequent time. As in the
proof of the superprocess analog to this result, [18, Theorem 6.1], we begin with a
special case.

Proposition 3.15. Suppose that in the setting of Proposition 1.3(iv) with θ > 0,

we have Z(0)∼Gamma(θ, ρ) for some ρ∈(0,∞). Then βy
d
= (2yρ+1)Z(0)β̄.

This proposition is proved in the same manner as its analog in the superprocess
setting, [18, Proposition 6.2]. For completeness, we include the short proof here.

Proof. Let γ = (γy, y ≥ 0) be a SSIPE∅(α, θ). By Proposition 3.6, γ1/2ρ is dis-
tributed like β0, the initial state of the process β. Then it follows from the simple
Markov property that γ̃y := γy+(1/2ρ) has the same law as βy for y ≥ 0. Applying

Proposition 3.6 to γ, βy
d
= γy+(1/2ρ) d

= Gyβ̄, where Gy ∼ Gamma(θ, 1/2(y+ (1/2ρ))),
independent of β̄. Since Gy has the same the distribution as (2yρ + 1)Z(0), the
desired statement follows. �

Proof of Proposition 1.3(iv). The cases θ = 0 and θ = α have been proved in [16,
Thoerem 1.5]. When θ > 0, it is known [23, Equation 49] that the transition density
of a BESQ(2θ) is

qy(b, c) :=
1

2y

(c
b

)(θ−1)/2
exp

(
−b+ c

2y

)
Iθ−1

(√
bc

y

)
, y, b, c > 0,

where Iθ−1 is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of index θ − 1. Since
(qy(b, c), c > 0) is a probability density, substituting u = bc/y2 and x = y/2b, we
get the identity∫ ∞

0
u(θ−1)/2e−xuIθ−1(

√
u)du = e1/(4x)x−θ2−(θ−1), ∀x > 0. (3.13)
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For every b > 0, let (βyb , y ≥ 0) be a SSIPEbβ̄(α, θ). For all bounded continuous

f : IH → R+ with f(∅) = 0, Proposition 3.15 leads to the identity∫ ∞
0

1

Γ(θ)
ρθbθ−1e−ρbE[f(βyb )]db =

∫ ∞
0

1

Γ(θ)
ρθbθ−1e−ρbE[f((2yρ+1)bβ̄)]db

=

∫ ∞
0

1

Γ(θ)

ρθ

(2yρ+ 1)θ
cθ−1 exp

(
− ρ

2yρ+ 1
c

)
E[f(cβ̄)]dc.

From (3.13), substituting u = bc/y2 and x = y(2yρ+ 1)/2c, we get∫ ∞
0
qy(b, c)e

−ρbbθ−1db =
1

2y
e−c/2y

∫ ∞
0

exp

(
−2yρ+1

2y
b

)
(bc)(θ−1)/2Iθ−1

(√
bc

y

)
db

= exp

(
− cρ

2yρ+ 1

)
cθ−1

(2yp+ 1)θ
.

Then, by Fubini’s Theorem,∫ ∞
0

1

Γ(θ)

ρθ

(2yρ+ 1)θ
cθ−1 exp

(
− cρ

2yρ+ 1

)
E[f(cβ̄)]dc

=

∫ ∞
0

1

Γ(θ)
ρθbθ−1e−ρb

(∫ ∞
0

qy(b, c)E[f(cβ̄)]dc

)
db.

Uniqueness of the Laplace transform implies that for Lebesgue-a.e. b > 0,

E[f(βyb )] =

∫ ∞
0

qy(b, c)E[f(cβ̄)]dc.

This extends to all b > 0 by continuity. �

3.6. Ray–Knight theorem for perturbed marked stable Lévy processes.
In this section we prove the first Ray–Knight theorem stated in Theorem 1.13(ii).

Recall that we defined F
↼

θ as a PRM
(
θ
αLeb⊗ν(α)

⊥cld

)
on [0,∞)×N sp

fin to serve as the key
ingredient to our construction of SSIPE∅(α, θ) in Definition 3.1. We then showed
in Proposition 3.4 that(

β
↼y, y ≥ 0

)
∼ SSIPE∅(α, θ) where β

↼y := fSkewer
(
y,F

↼

θ

)
, y ≥ 0. (3.14)

On the other hand, we claim in Theorem 1.13(ii) that an alternative construction
of SSIPE∅(α, θ) is, as follows. Here, the key ingredient is N =

∑
t≥0: ∆Xt>0 δ(t, ft),

introduced by marking the jumps (t,∆Xt) of a spectrally positive stable Lévy pro-

cess X of index 1 + α, with Laplace exponent ψ(λ) = λ1+α

2αΓ(1+α) , using the kernel

s 7→ BESQs0,0(4 + 2α). Then the claim is that

(βy, y ∈ [0, x]) ∼ SSIPE∅(α, θ) where βy := skewer

(
y,N|

[0,T
(θ)
−x ]
, x+ X(θ)

)
,

and X(θ) := X− (1− α
θ )X is the Lévy process X perturbed at its infimum process

X =
(
Xt = infr≤t Xr, t ≥ 0

)
, and T

(θ)
−x = inf{t ≥ 0: X

(θ)
t < −x}.

Proof of Theorem 1.13(ii). We first recall from [44, Remark 5.8(i)] that the squared

Bessel excursion measure ν
(−2α)
BESQ conditionally on its length ζ = s is the bridge

BESQs0,0(4 + 2α) of length s from 0 to 0. Furthermore, we noted in Proposition 2.4

that the lifetime intensity under ν
(−2α)
BESQ coincides with the jump size intensity of X.
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By standard marking properties of Poisson random measures, this entails that N

here is indeed a PRM(Leb⊗ ν(−2α)
BESQ ) as in (2.17).

But F⊥ ∼ PRM(Leb⊗ ν(α)
⊥cld) is the Poisson random measure of marked excursions

of X above X, in which each such excursion is associated with its starting level.
While F

↼

θ actively varies this intensity by a factor of θ/α and concatenates

β
↼y = ?

points (s,Ns) of F
↼

θ : s∈[y,0]

skewer(y − s,Ns), (3.15)

the construction of Theorem 1.13(ii) modifies the scaffolding by perturbing the

stable Lévy process when it is at its infimum. Specifically, note that x + X(θ) has
the same excursions above x + X(θ) = x + α

θX as X above X. However, their
intensity when associating each excursion with its starting level is again varied by
a factor of θ/α. Finally, we have for all y ∈ [0, x]

skewer

(
y,N|

[0,T
(θ)
−x ]
, x+X(θ)

)
= ?

excursion intervals [a,b)

of X(θ)−X(θ) : s:=x+X
(θ)
a ∈[y,0]

skewer
(
y−s,N

∣∣←
[a,b)

)
.

as in (3.15). In particular, the construction in Theorem 1.13(ii) does indeed yield
an SSIPE∅(α, θ), too. By Proposition 1.3(iii) this also entails the claimed BESQ0(2θ)
total mass evolution. �

4. Hausdorff-continuous entry from generalized interval partitions

In this section we explain how SSIPE and PDIPE can enter from the Hausdorff-
completion of our space of interval partitions and satisfies continuity in the initial
state thereby proving Theorems 1.5 and 1.8.

4.1. Generalized interval partitions. Recall from Section 1.2 the (isometric)
spaces (K, dH) of compact subsets of [0,∞) that contain 0 and (I∗H , dH ◦ C) of
generalized interval partitions, which we use as completions of (IH , dH ◦C). While
we emphasized the interval partition setup in the introduction, we will sometimes
work on (K, dH) in this section, using notation β(K) for the collection of open
subsets of [0,maxK]\K. Also recall from Section 1.3 the completion (IH,1, dH ◦C1)
of the subspace (IH,1, dH◦C) of (IH , dH◦C). This space is isometric to the subspace
K1 := {K ∈ K : maxK = 1} of (K, dH).

We have equipped both IH and I∗H with the metric dH ◦ C. In [15, Theorem
2.3(b)] we showed that this is topologically equivalent to d′H on IH . Note that

γ 7→ (γ, 1) isometrically embeds (IH,1, dH ◦ C1) in (I∗H , dH ◦ C). It is well-known
that (K, dH) is locally compact and separable, while (K1, dH) is compact. We finally
note, that (K, dH), or equivalently (I∗H , dH ◦ C), is also a metric completion of
(Iα, dH ◦C) in that every K ∈ K is a dH -limit of some C(βn), βn ∈ Iα, and likewise
for (IH,1, dH ◦C1) in relation to (Iα,1, dH ◦C), as can be seen from Proposition 4.5.

4.2. SSIPE(α, θ) starting from a generalized interval partition. Fix α ∈ (0, 1)
and θ ≥ 0, and let (β,M) ∈ I∗H . Let K := C(β,M). For each U ∈ β independently,

consider a point measure NU of law Pα,0
{(0,Leb(U))}, as in Definition 2.7. Also consider

an independent

FK ∼ PRM
(

Leb|K ⊗
1

2α
ν

(α)
⊥cld

)
(4.1)

so that we associate clades with the part Leb(K) of the initial mass that is associated
with the partition pointsK rather than the intervals in between. This point measure
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is non-trivial if and only if Leb(K) > 0. It is of the form
∑

i∈I δ(Ri, Ni) for some
Ri ∈ K and Ni ∈ N sp

fin, i ∈ I. To combine all clades into a single point measure
of spindles, and to specify the appropriate scaffolding, we unify notation and set
Ui := {Ri} and NUi := Ni. Using the natural total order on the collection β(K) ∪
{Ui, i ∈ I} of disjoint subsets of [0,∞), we define

NK := ?
U∈β(K)∪{Ui,i∈I}

NUi , and XK := ?
U∈β(K)∪{Ui,i∈I}

ξ
(
NUi

)
, (4.2)

where the concatenation of scaffolding is defined in the natural sense of concate-
nating excursions above level 0. We will consider the skewer process of this pair
of point measure of spindles and scaffolding. As a first crude check, we note that
this achieves the correct total mass process to extend Proposition 1.3(iii). By the
additivity of BESQ(0), we only need to consider the contribution from FK .

Proposition 4.1. Let K ∈ K and FK as in (4.1). Then setting

M0 := Leb(K) and My :=
∑

points (R,N) of FK

‖skewer(y,N, ξ(N))‖, y > 0,

yields (My, y ≥ 0) ∼ BESQLeb(K)(0).

Proof. Recall from the discussion after (2.17) that ν
(α)
⊥cld is the pushforward of ν

(α)
⊥cld

under the projection map (V,X) 7→ ϕ(V ) that removes allelic types. Hence, [18,

Corollary 4.11] yields that the pushforward of 1
2αν

(α)
⊥cld onto the total mass evolution

is the excursion measure ν
(0)
BESQ of BESQ(0) with the normalization ν

(0)
BESQ(ζ > y) =

1/2y. For this normalization, Pitman and Yor [44, Theorem (4.1)] showed that

sums over a PRM of intensity xν
(0)
BESQ are BESQx(0). �

Proposition 4.2. Let K ∈ K and consider (NK ,XK) as in (4.2). Then the distri-
butions of skewer(y,NK ,XK), y > 0, form an entrance law for SSIPE(α, 0). In
particular, we have skewer(y,NK ,XK) ∈ Iα for all y > 0 almost surely.

Proof. This follows straight from the clade construction of SSIPE(α, 0) for the clades
starting from U ∈ β(K) and from the Markov-like property of Corollary 3.9 for

ν
(α)
⊥cld-clades. Specifically, it follows from easy computations ([14, Lemma 6.18] and

Proposition 2.12(i)) that at most finitely many of both types of initial clades survive
to any given positive level y, and the concatenation of their upper cutoff processes
above level y yields an SSIPE(α, 0) starting in Iα, by definition. �

Let β0 := β and for y > 0 let βy := skewer(y,NK ,XK). Similarly let M0 := M
and My := ‖βy‖ for y > 0. In light of the preceding results ((βy,My), y ≥ 0)
extends the SSIPE(α, 0) of Definition 2.7 as a Markov process. We refer to this

process as SSIPE∗K(α, 0). For (β
↼y, y ≥ 0) an independent SSIPE∅(α, θ), we call the

process
((
β
↼y ?βy, ‖β↼y‖+My

)
, y ≥ 0

)
a SSIPE∗K(α, θ). With this definition, for γ ∈

IH , SSIPEγ(α, θ) equals the projection of SSIPE∗C(γ)(α, θ) onto its first coordinate.

In this sense, this definition is consistent with Definition 3.3 of SSIPEγ(α, θ).

Corollary 4.3. The transition semigroup of the I∗H-valued SSIPE∗K(α, θ) is given

by (κα,θy , y ≥ 0) as defined in Definition 1.4.

Proof. By Proposition 4.2, the marginal distributions of SSIPE∗K(α, θ) are supported
on Iα. In view of Proposition 3.12, the semigroup property of the extended kernels

(κα,θy , y ≥ 0) of Definition 1.4 follows as soon as we have identified the marginal dis-

tribution of SSIPE∗K(α, θ) as κα,θy (β∗(K), · ). By the definition of (NK ,XK) in (4.2),
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this follows as in Proposition 3.12, noting that the additional contributions from
dust are obtained from Proposition 2.12(i), Lemma 3.5(ii) and standard properties
of Poisson random measures. �

4.3. Path-continuity. By Propositions 2.8, 3.2 and 4.2, the first coordinate of an
SSIPE∗K(α, θ) evolves as an almost surely path-continuous process in (IH , d

′
H) on

any time interval [y,∞), hence on (0,∞). By [15, Theorem 2.3(b)], this is equivalent
to path-continuity in (IH , dH ◦C). This leaves the study of (dH ◦C)-path-continuity
at time 0, which also justifies referring to these processes as SSIPE∗K(α, θ)

Lemma 4.4. Let K, Kn ∈ K, n ≥ 1. Then dH(Kn,K)→ 0 as n→∞ if and only
if

∀(a,b)∈β(K) ∃n0≥1 ∀n≥n0 ∃(an,bn)∈β(Kn) an → a and bn → b (4.3)

and

∀(nk)k≥1 : nk→∞ ∀(ck,dk)∈β(Knk ), k≥1: dk→d∈(0,∞], ck→c 6=d (c, d) ∈ β(K). (4.4)

Proof. “⇒”: We first prove (4.3). Without loss of generality, β(K) 6= ∅. Then
n0 := inf{n ≥ 1: ∀m≥n β(Km) 6= ∅} <∞. Let (a, b) ∈ β(K) and ε ∈ (0, (b− a)/2).
Then there is nε ≥ n0 such that for all n ≥ nε, we have a unique (an, bn) ∈ β(Kn)
with a− ε < an < a+ ε < b− ε < bn < b+ ε. But since these intervals are unique
and therefore cannot depend on ε, the endpoints must converge to a and b.

To prove (4.4), note that (c, d) ⊂ K is impossible since ∅ 6= (c+ε, d−ε) ⊂ (ck, dk)
for infinitely many k, for all ε < (d− c)/2, so (c+ d)/2 stays at a positive distance
from Knk for all k sufficiently large, which contradicts dH(Knk ,K)→ 0. Also more
generally, dH(Knk ,K) → 0 implies d < ∞. Now, if there is (a, b) ∈ β(K) with
(a, b)∩ (c, d) 6= ∅ and (a, b) 6= (c, d), this contradicts what we proved in (4.3), since
(ck, dk) ∈ β(Knk) cannot overlap any other (ank , bnk) ∈ β(Knk), nor can they be
equal for infinitely many k while (a, b) 6= (c, d).

“⇐”: Let ε > 0. Then there are at most finitely many intervals in β(K) of mass
exceeding 2ε. By (4.3), there are intervals in β(Kn) whose corresponding endpoints
differ by less than ε. Therefore, all points of Kn are within ε of an element of K.

Now assume for contradiction that there are ε > 0 and (nk)k≥1 with nk → ∞
such that K has points xk that are not within 2ε of Knk , k ≥ 1. As K is compact,
(xk)k≥1 has a convergent subsequence, so we may assume that (nk)k≥1 was chosen
with xk → x ∈ K. But then x ∈ K is not within ε of Knk for k sufficiently large.
Hence, (x − ε, x + ε) ⊆ (ck, dk) for some (ck, dk) ∈ β(Knk). Again, by successively
passing to suitable subsequences, we may assume that ck → c ∈ [0, x − ε] and
dk → d ∈ [x+ ε,∞]. By (4.4), we have (c, d) ∈ β(K), which contradicts x ∈ K. �

Proposition 4.5. Fix K ∈ K and consider (NK ,XK) as in (4.2). Let βy =
skewer(y,NK ,XK), y > 0. Then dH(C(βy),K)→ 0 almost surely as y ↓ 0.

Proof. We check the criterion of Lemma 4.4. To establish that (4.3) holds, fix an
arbitrary interval U = (a, b) ∈ β(K), and we will show that for all sufficiently small
y, there exists (a(y), b(y)) ∈ βy so that a(y) → a and b(y) → b as y ↓ 0. Now,
consider Ka := K ∩ [0, a] ∈ K with similarly restricted (NKa ,XKa) obtained from
(NK ,XK). By Proposition 4.1 and additivity of BESQ(0), we have

a(y) :=
∥∥skewer(y,NKa ,XKa)

∥∥→ a as y ↓ 0.

By Definition 2.7, the initial spindle of NU is fU ∼ BESQb−a(−2α), so for all y <
ζ(fU ) we get (a(y), b(y)) ∈ βy with b(y) = a(y) + fU (y). By the continuity of BESQ,
the desired convergence holds. This satisfies (4.3).
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For (4.4), consider the maximal block mass at level y > 0 among blocks that
do not arise from an initial spindle fU in a clade NU , U ∈ β(K). This collection
consists of two types.

The first type is blocks arising from NU , U ∈ β(K), that are not obtained from
the respective initial spindle fU . The BESQmaxK−Leb(K)(0) sum of total masses
of these clades is continuous. By an elementary analysis argument, the sum of
contributions of initial spindles,

∑
U∈β(K) fU , is continuous as well, and satisfies∑

U∈β(K)

fU (0) = maxK − Leb(K).

Thus, the other spindles of these clades have a combined total mass that vanishes
as y ↓ 0.

The second type is blocks arising from FK . Their masses can be bounded by the

total masses in each ν
(α)
⊥cld-clade, which form a PRM

(
Leb|K⊗ν(0)

BESQ

)
. Fix ε > 0. There

are at most finitely many clades in FK whose total mass processes ever exceed ε,
and they all start continuously from 0 mass. Hence, there is some z > 0 such that
no block of this type in βy, y < z, has mass greater than ε. Hence, this maximum
must also tend to zero.

This implies (4.4), and we conclude Hausdorff convergence by Lemma 4.4. �

Corollary 4.6. The SSIPE∗K(α, θ) is (dH ◦ C)-path-continuous.

Proof. The concatenation operation defining the SSIPE∗K(α, θ) from SSIPE∅(α, θ)
and SSIPE∗K(α, 0) is (dH ◦C)-continuous. As the two component processes are each
continuous, by Proposition 3.2 in the first component and by Propositions 2.8(iii),
4.2, and 4.5 in the second, so is their concatenation. �

4.4. Continuity in the initial condition for SSIPE∗(α, θ). Consider Brownian
motion B and γ ∈ [−1, 1]. Recall from [26] that an associated skew Brownian
motion can be obtained as the unique strong solution to the equation

Xγ(t) = B(t)− γ`γ(t), where `γ(t) = lim
h↓0

1

2h

∫ t

0
1{−h < Xγ(s) < h}ds, t ≥ 0,

where we refer to `γ as the local time of Xγ . Figure 4.1 illustrates this as a decom-
position of B into γ`γ and Xγ . This figure also illustrates the implications for the
Brownian local times, which we also state as a proposition.

Proposition 4.7 (Theorem 1.3 of [43]). Let α∈ (0, 1) and γ = 1/(1+2α). For B
Brownian motion and Xγ the associated skew Brownian motion with local time `γ,
let S(x) = inf{t≥ 0: γ`γ(t)>x}, x≥ 0, and consider the jointly continuous space-
time local times (L(x, t), x∈R, t≥0) of B with inverse τ(v)=inf{t≥0: L(0, t)>v}
at level 0. Then the following families of random variables are independent

• Z0 := (L(x, S(x)), x ≥ 0) ∼ BESQ0(2α)
• Z ′v := (L(x, τ(v))− L(x, S(x) ∧ τ(v)), x ≥ 0) ∼ BESQv(−2α) for all v ≥ 0.

For each v ≥ 0, the random level ζ ′(v) := γ`γ(τ(v)) is almost surely finite and
coincides with the absorption time of Z ′v. Conditionally given ζ ′(v) = a,

• the process Z0,v := (L(x, S(x) ∧ τ(v)), x ≥ 0) is independent of Z ′v and
evolves as BESQ0(2α) on [0, a] and as BESQ(0) on [a,∞).

Corollary 4.8. In the setting of Proposition 4.7, fix v0 > 0 and y > 0. Then
there is a random ∆ > 0 such that ζ ′(v) = ζ ′(v0) and Z ′v|[y,∞) = Z ′v0

|[y,∞) for all
v ∈ (v0 −∆, v0 + ∆). In particular, Z0,v = Z0,v0 for all v ∈ (v0 −∆, v0 + ∆).
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Figure 1: Simulation of Brownian motion (B(t), 0≤ t≤ τ(v)) split along an increasing
path depending on δ > 0. The red excursions below the path have total local time process
BESQv(−δ) on [0,∞). The blue excursions above the path have total local time process
on [0,∞) which is BESQ0(δ) up to level ζ ′(v), then continue as BESQ(0) above level ζ ′(v).

so defined, for each starting state y ≥ 0 and each real δ, is denoted BESQy(δ). For each
real δ, the collection of laws (BESQy(δ), y ≥ 0) defines a Markovian diffusion process on
[0,∞), the squared Bessel process of dimension δ, denoted BESQ(δ).

Several other constructions and interpretations of BESQ(δ) are known. In particular,

• BESQy(δ) can be represented as (yY1(x/y), x ≥ 0) for Y1 a BESQ1(δ); indeed, up
to linear time-change and, for δ ∈ (0, 2), up to the extension after first hitting 0,
BESQ(δ), δ ∈ R, are the only diffusions on [0,∞) that have this scaling property
[15];

• BESQ(δ) for δ = 1, 2, . . . is the squared norm of standard Brownian motion in Rd;

• BESQ(δ) may be understood for all real δ as a continuous-state branching process,
with an immigration rate δ if δ > 0, emigration rate |δ| if δ < 0, and lifetime ζ at
which the population dies out.

The case of immigration has been well-studied [13, 26, 25, 24, 14, 19]. The literature
on the case of emigration is rather sparse [22, 9], but scaling limit results for discrete
branching processes with emigration [27, 28] with BESQ(δ) limits for δ < 0 can be
obtained from [1, 2, 22].

It was shown by Shiga and Watanabe [26] that the distribution of BESQy(δ) for all
real y ≥ 0 and δ ≥ 0 is uniquely determined by the prescription that BESQy(1) is the
distribution of (

√
y +B)2, and the following additivity property: for y, y′ ≥ 0 and δ, δ′ ≥ 0,

and two independent processes Y and Y ′,

if Y is a BESQy(δ) and Y
′ is a BESQy′(δ′) then Y + Y ′ is a BESQy+y′(δ + δ′). (1.3)

Pitman and Yor [23] used the additivity property to construct a BESQy(δ) process Y
(δ)
y

for y, δ ≥ 0 as a sum of points in a C[0,∞)-valued Poisson point process, whose intensity
measure involves the local time profile induced by Itô’s law of Brownian excursions. The
C[0,∞)-valued process (Y (δ)

y , y≥0, δ≥0) then has stationary independent increments in
both y≥ 0 and δ≥ 0. This construction explained the multiple appearances of BESQ(δ)
processes and their bridges for δ = 0, 2 and 4 in the Ray–Knight descriptions of Brownian
local time processes.

ECP 23 (2018), paper 74.
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Figure 4.1. This figure is from [43], showing the Brownian motion
split along the increasing path γ`γ , with the positive excursions of
Xγ in blue, above the increasing path, and the negative excursions of
Xγ in red, below the increasing path. The construction is stopped
at τ(v), when the inverse local time of Brownian motion at level
0 exceeds v > 0. The left-hand side of the figure shows the total
Brownian local times (up to time τ(v)), split according to the red
and blue contributions, and identified as squared Bessel processes of
dimensions δ, −δ and 0, where δ = 2α.

Proof. Consider the Poisson random measure of excursions of B away from 0. Since
`γ(τ(v0)) > 0 almost surely and `γ only increases when B(t) = γ`γ(t), it suffices to
show that there is ∆ > 0 such that the Poisson random measure has no excursions of
height greater than y∧γ`γ(τ(v0/2)) > 0 on an interval (v0−∆, v0+∆). This follows
from the properties of Poisson random measures, notably independence properties
and finite intensity of large excursions. �

Corollary 4.9. In the setting of Proposition 4.7, let

G :=
∑

x≥0: gx 6≡0

δ(x, gx) where gx(y) := L(x+y, S(x))− L(x+y, S(x−)), y ≥ 0.

Then G has law PRM(Leb⊗2αν
(0)
BESQ) and is independent of Z ′v, for any v≥0. More-

over, the restriction Gv := G|[0,ζ′(v)] is conditionally independent of Z ′v given ζ ′(v).

Proof. Proposition 4.7 records implications about local time processes of the un-
derlying decomposition of B established in [43, Lemma 2.3]. While the positive
excursions of skew Brownian motion are well-known to be Brownian excursions
[28, 52] and the point measure construction of BESQ(2α) from a PRM(2αν

(0)
BESQ) is also

well-known [44], the setting of Proposition 4.7 is that of a given Brownian motion
B, and we refer to [43, Lemma 2.3] as it yields the independence claims in this
setting, and also provides a direct identification of the rate µ+

γ = 2γ/(1− γ) = 2α
of Brownian excursions in the given parametrisation. �
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By [18, Corollary 4.11], there is a kernel κ⊥(g, dN) that associates with an ex-
cursion g a clade N with total mass evolution g, such that

the push-forward of ν
(0)
BESQ under κ⊥ is ν

(α)
⊥cld. (4.5)

By (2.18), a clade with an initial spindle f of height a can be built from f , along

with F ∼ PRM(Leb|[0,a] ⊗ ν
(α)
⊥cld). Thus, if we instead begin with f and a point

measure of R-valued excursions G, as in Corollary 4.9, then we can obtain a clade
by first marking the points of G via κ⊥ to obtain a point measure F of clades, and
then assembling these into a single clade via (2.18), but with the convention that,
instead of concatenating in order of increasing y, we do so in order of decreasing y, in
order to respect the levels at which excursions arise in Figure 4.1. Let κ̃((f,G), dN)
denote the kernel that carries out this construction.

Lemma 4.10. Fix v > 0. Let Z ′v and Gv be constructed from a Brownian motion
B, as in Proposition 4.7 and Corollary 4.9. Applying κ̃ to the pair (Z ′v,Gv) we

obtain a clade Nv∼Pα,0
{(0,v)}.

Proof. Proposition 4.7 notes that Z ′v ∼ BESQv(−2α). Corollary 4.9 then observes

that Gv has conditional law PRM(Leb|[0,ζ′(v)] ⊗ 2αν
(0)
BESQ) and is conditionally inde-

pendent of Z ′v, given ζ ′(v). The lemma follows by (2.18). �

Corollary 4.11. Consider K ∈ K and Brownian motion W with inverse local time
τW at level 0. For each interval U = (a, b) ∈ β(K), consider BU := (W (τW (a) +
t), t ≥ 0). Let NU denote the clade arising from Lemma 4.10 applied to BU with

v=Leb(U), so that NU ∼Pα,0
{(0,Leb(U))}. If we restrict the Poisson random measure

of excursions of W to K, map each excursion onto its total local time process and
mark it by κ⊥, the resulting Poisson random measure FK is distributed as in (4.1).
Furthermore, all NU , U ∈ β(K), and FK are independent.

Proof. Clearly, BU is a Brownian motion for each U ∈ β(K). Also, the construc-
tion of Proposition 4.7 only depends on B restricted to [0, τ(v)). Therefore, the
constructions are all independent as U ∈ β(K) varies, and further independent of
the restriction to K of the Poisson random measure of excursions of W . That the
Brownian excursion measure is pushed forward to ν

(0)
BESQ was observed by Pitman

and Yor [44]. The claimed distributions, after applying κ⊥ and κ̃, follow from (4.5)
and Lemma 4.10. �

Figure 4.1 shows the case x = 0 of a more general setting of Burdzy et al. [5, 1, 6]
where multiple skew Brownian motions of the same skewness parameter but starting
from different initial states are driven by the same Brownian motion. Specifically,
for any x ∈ R, or any countable (but not uncountable) collection of values x ∈ R,
there are unique strong solutions to Xx

γ (t) = x+B(t)− γ`xγ(t), which we can again
write to decompose B(t) = Xx

γ (t) − x − γ`xγ(t). Instances of this can be found in
Figure 4.1 to the right of any zero of Brownian motion, when Xγ is negative. It
is natural to consider zeroes that are stopping times, but more relevant for us to
consider the start of a Brownian excursion or indeed, the corresponding equation
driven by Brownian motion conditioned to stay positive, BES0(3).

Proposition 4.12 (Lemma 2.4 and its proof in [6]). Let ~B ∼ BES0(3). Then

~Xx
γ (t) = x+ ~B(t)− γ~̀xγ(t), where ~̀xγ(t) = lim

h↓0

1

2h

∫ t

0
1{−h< ~Xx

γ (s)<h}ds, t ≥ 0,
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has a unique strong solution for each x ∈ R. Furthermore, for any sequence xn ↓ 0,

we have ~̀−xnγ (∞)→ 0 almost surely, as n→∞.

Corollary 4.13. Let B̃ be a Brownian excursion distributed according to Itô’s
measure conditioned on height exceeding y. Then

X̃x
γ (t) = x+ B̃(t)− γ ˜̀xγ(t), where ˜̀xγ(t) = lim

h↓0

1

2h

∫ t

0
1{−h<X̃x

γ (s)<h}ds, t ≥ 0,

has a unique strong solution for each x ∈ R. Furthermore, for any sequence of
nonnegative xn → 0, there is (random) N ≥ 1 a.s., such that for all n ≥ N , the

solution X̃−xnγ has precisely one positive excursion during which the combined height

of X̃−xnγ and xn + γ ˜̀−xnγ exceeds level y.

Proof. Denote by ε > 0 the minimum of B̃ between the first and last visits of level y.

Consider the Williams decomposition of B̃ into two BES0(3). Specifically, B̃ stopped

when it first hits level y, can be seen as the part of ~B ∼ BES0(3) before reaching

level y, and Proposition 4.12 yields N such that γ~̀−xnγ (∞) < ε for all n ≥ N . But

then ~̀−xn
γ = ˜̀−xn

γ up to the first time B̃ hits y, and ˜̀−xnγ then stays constant until

the last time B̃ hits y, for all n ≥ N . Hence, the entire set of times where B̃ is

above level y is part of the same excursion interval of X̃xn
γ , for all n ≥ N . �

Proposition 4.14. Let K, Kn ∈ K, n ≥ 1, with dH(Kn,K) → 0. Consider
((βyn,M

y
n), y ≥ 0) ∼ SSIPE∗Kn(α, θ), n ≥ 1, and ((βy,My), y ≥ 0) ∼ SSIPE∗K(α, θ).

Then, for all y > 0, we have (βyn,M
y
n) → (βy,My) in distribution in the product

topology induced by the metric dα on Iα and the Euclidean distance on [0,∞).

Proof. W.l.o.g., θ = 0. We will couple point-measure-scaffolding pairs (NK ,XK)
and (NKn ,XKn), n ≥ 1. We assume for simplicity that β(K) consists of infinitely
many intervals. The case of finitely many intervals can be seen similarly. Denote
by U (m) := (a(m), b(m)) the mth-largest block of β(K), with ties broken from left
to right, m ≥ 1. By Lemma 4.4, there is nm ≥ 1 such that for all n ≥ nm, we

can find U
(m)
n := (a

(m)
n , b

(m)
n ) ∈ β(Kn) with (a

(m)
n , b

(m)
n ) → (a(m), b(m)) as n → ∞.

Furthermore, we can choose nm so large that all the m largest limiting intervals can
be matched in β(Kn) so as to repect the left-to-right order of the limiting intervals

for all n ≥ nm, and so that |Leb(U
(j)
n )− Leb(U (j))| < 2−m−j for all j = 1, . . . ,m.

For each m ≥ 1 and n ≥ nm, this partitions K and Kn into m+ 1 disjoint parts

(possibly empty), which we denote by K(m,j) and K
(m,j)
n , 0 ≤ j ≤ m, where the

jth is the part to the right of U (j), respectively U
(j)
n , 1 ≤ j ≤ m, with K(m,0) and

K
(m,0)
n being the remainder beyond the left-most matched interval. We note that

the blocks of U (1), . . . , U (m) are not indexed in left-to-right order, and therefore
neither are the K(m,j). We further suppose that nm is chosen large enough so that

for n ≥ nm, the diameters of K(m,j) and K
(m,j)
n differ by less than 2−m−j .

Now consider a Brownian motion W , the construction of (NK ,XK) in Corollary
4.11 and (4.2), and an independent family Wj , j ∈ Z, of Brownian motions. We

denote by (N(j),X(j)), j ≥ 1, the clades in (NK ,XK) corresponding to the re-

spective blocks U (j). We will enhance the construction by considering, for each
U (j) = (a(j), b(j)), j ≥ 1, the Brownian motion Bj obtained by concatenating
W |←

[τW (a(j)),τW (b(j))]
with the independent Brownian motion Wj . For comparison,

in Corollary 4.11, BU(j) = W |←
[τW (a(j)),∞)

. Let Z ′j and ζ ′j be derived from Bj as in
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W̃3,0 W̃3,1 W̃3,3 W̃3,2

W

B1 B3 B2

Figure 4.2. The middle panel illustrates the construction of Corol-
lary 4.11, decomposing Brownian motion W into path segments used
to construct NU , U ∈ β(K), and FK . Here, β(K) consists of three
intervals and K has dust between the second and the third. The re-
mainder of this figure shows how this construction is modified for the
proof of Proposition 4.14, in which each path segment is extended
by an independent Brownian motion, shown in green.

Proposition 4.7. Let Gj denote the associated PRM(2αν
(0)
BESQ), as in Corollary 4.9,

and let Fj denote a PRM(2αν
(α)
⊥cld) obtained by applying κ⊥ to the points of Gj .

Then N(j) is formed by concatenating the initial spindle f (j) = Z ′j with the clades

of Fj |[0,ζ′j ], as in (2.18).

Now fix m ≥ 1 and n ≥ nm. For 1 ≤ j ≤ m, we construct N
(j)
n ∼ Pα,0

{(0,Leb(U
(j)
n ))}

from Bj and Fj in the same manner as above. Let X
(j)
n := ξ

(
N

(j)
n

)
. To emphasize,

N(j) and N
(j)
n are coupled by: (1) constructing them from the same Brownian

motion Bj and (2) using the same κ⊥-marked excursions in Fj .

We now address the omitted blocks and dust that make up the segments K(m,j)

and K
(m,j)
n . For each 0 ≤ j ≤ m, we denote by W̃m,j the part of W relevant for

K(m,j), i.e. the interval
[
τW
(

min
(
K(m,j)

)
−
)
, τW

(
max

(
K(m,j)

))]
, concatenated

with W−j . We denote by
(
Ñ(m,j), X̃(m,j)

)
the part of (NK ,XK) that corresponds

to K(m,j); this scaffolding and spindles pair arises from W̃m,j and the compact set
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K(m,j), shifted to start at the origin, via the construction of Corollary 4.11 and

(4.2). We construct
(
Ñ

(m,j)
n , X̃

(m,j)
n

)
in the same manner, from W̃m,j and the set

K
(m,j)
n shifted back to the origin. Finally, we concatenate the 2m+1 point measures

and scaffoldings to form
(
N

(m)
Kn

,X
(m)
Kn

)
.

Fix y > 0. For n ≥ nm and 1 ≤ j ≤ m, let β(j)(y) := skewer(y,N(j),X(j)).

We correspondingly define β
(j)
n (y), β̃(m,j)(y), and β̃

(m,j)
n (y) as respective skewers of

N
(j)
n , Ñ(m,j), and Ñ

(m,j)
n . We will show that under our coupling, plus some further

coupling in the case Leb(K) > 0, we get (βyn,M
y
n) = (βy,My) for all sufficiently

large n. It suffices to prove that for all sufficiently large m and all sufficiently large
n depending on m,

(A1) β(j)(y) = β
(j)
n (y) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m, and

(A2) β̃(m,j)(y) = β̃
(m,j)
n (y) for all 0 ≤ j ≤ m.

First we prove (A1). Fix m > 0. Recall that by Corollary 4.8, there exists

some ∆ > 0 such that for all j = 1, . . . ,m and all n ≥ nm satisfying |Leb(U
(j)
n ) −

Leb(U (j))| < ∆, we have β
(j)
n (y) = β(j)(y) (as both partitions arise from Bj and

Fj). By Lemma 4.4, there is some a.s. finite Rm ≥ nm sufficiently large so that

|Leb(U (j)
n )− Leb(U (j))| < ∆ for all n ≥ Rm, 1 ≤ j ≤ m.

This proves (A1).

We now prove (A2) in the special case Leb(K) = 0. Since
∑

j∈Z 2−|j| < ∞,

there is a (random) m1 such that for all m ≥ m1, none of the Brownian motions
Wj , j ∈ Z, has excursions above height y before reaching an inverse local time of

2−m−|j| at level 0. There is also m2 ≥ m1 such that for all j > m2, the clade N(j)

has height less than y. Recall that we choose nm to be sufficiently large so that,

for n ≥ nm, |Leb(K
(m,j)
n )− Leb(K(m,j))| < 2−m−j . Thus, for m ≥ m2 and n ≥ nm,

the segments of the processes W̃m,j used to construct the Ñ
(m,j)
n , 0 ≤ j ≤ m, never

reach height y. Thus, β̃(j)(y) = β̃
(j)
n (y) as desired, with both equaling ∅.

Now consider the case Leb(K) > 0. Let FK be as in Corollary 4.11, describing
the point measure of clades arising from the dust in K. In this case, FK may
also have clades that exceed level y, and the present coupling does not allow us

to conclude that β̃(m,j)(y) = β̃
(m,j)
n (y) for n sufficiently large. Recall that blocks

in these interval partitions correspond to excursions in W̃ (m,j) that exceed level y.
While our bound n ≥ nm1 still precludes excursions from the W−j from contributing

to β̃
(m,j)
n (y), the same cannot be said of W . Indeed, any clades exceeding level y

in FK would correspond to large excursions of W that are then partitioned off into

the processes W̃ (m,j). These same excursions are used to construct both partitions,
but the application of the kernel κ⊥ to obtain clades from such excursions has so
far not been coupled appropriately.

Suppose FK has H clades of height exceeding y, associated with excursions

Ẽ(i) := (W (τW (v(i)−) + s), 0 ≤ s ≤ τW (v(i))− τW (v(i)−)), 1 ≤ i ≤ H. By virtue of

having each v(i) belong to K, in particular, these excursions of W are partitioned

off into the W̃m,j (rather than appearing in the Bj). Fix m ≥ m2. For 1 ≤ i ≤ H

let Ji denote the index of the component to which v(i) belongs, v(i) ∈ K(m,Ji). Let

v̄(i) := v(i)−b(Ji), so that the relevant excursion now appears in W̃m,Ji at local time

v̄(i).
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For each i = 1, . . . ,H and n ≥ 1, we have two cases: either v̄(i) ∈ K(m,Ji)
n − b(Ji)n

or v̄(i) ∈
(
c̄

(i)
n , d̄

(i)
n

)
∈ β(K

(m,Ji)
n − b(Ji)n ). In the first case, this point lies in dust

rather than in a small block, and we can couple the two clades. In this case we

adopt the convention c̄
(i)
n := d̄

(i)
n := v̄(i). In both cases, note that v(i) a.s. does not

lie on the boundary of any block of β(K). Lemma 4.4 then implies d̄
(i)
n − c̄(i)

n → 0

as n → ∞. In the second case, consider the maximal height h
(i)
n of the excursions

of W̃m,Ji in the interval
(
τ
(
c̄

(i)
n

)
, τ
(
v̄(i)
))

, where τ denotes inverse local time in

W̃m,Ji . In particular, the associated γ`γ process as in Figure 4.1 will finish at some

x
(i)
n ≤ h

(i)
n , and since h

(i)
n → 0 a.s., we also have x

(i)
n → 0 a.s.. By Corollary 4.13,

there is N ≥ 1 such that for each 1 ≤ i ≤ H and n ≥ N in the second case, there
is a single excursion above this γ`γ process that contributes to level y within this
clade.

As a consequence, for 1 ≤ i ≤ H and n ≥ N in the second case, the initial spindles

of the clades associated with (c̄
(i)
n , d̄

(i)
n ) do not reach level y. We are applying κ⊥ to

each excursion above the embedded local time γ`γ , and the single excursion that
contributes to level y splits the total mass at level y into PDIP(α, 0) proportions,
by Lemma 3.5(ii). As y is fixed, this can, on the event {n ≥ N}, be perfectly
coupled to the PDIP(α, 0) proportions that κ⊥ assigns to the level-y split of the

mass contributed by Ẽ(i). This completes the proof of assertion (A2) and thus
proves the proposition. �

4.5. The Feller property and the proof of Theorems 1.5 and 1.8. Recall
that Theorem 1.5 claims that the extension of SSIPE(α, θ) to (I∗H , dH ◦C) is a Feller
process.

Proof of Theorem 1.5. First recall from Corollary 4.3 that SSIPE(α, θ) has as its

semigroup (κα,θy , y ≥ 0) as defined in Definition 1.4. We now check the conditions
of a Feller process as given in [29, p.369]. Recall that (K, dH) and (I∗H , dH ◦C) are
isometric, so we can work mainly in (K, dH).

To obtain the local compactness of (K, dH), we first note that it is well-known,
e.g. [4, Theorem 7.3.8], that the compactness of [0,m] entails the compactness of
the subspace K≤m ⊂ K of compact subsets of [0,m]. But K =

⋃
m≥0K≤m, and

every K ∈ K≤m has K≤m+1 as a compact neighborhood. This is what it means for
(K, dH) to be locally compact.

Fix y>0. To obtain (F1) of [29, p.369], we have to show that K 7→ EK [f(βy,My)]
is continuous and vanishes at infinity, whenever f : K → R is continuous and van-
ishes at infinity. The continuity follows directly from Proposition 4.14. Since for
every m ∈ [0,∞), the set K≤m is compact, it suffices to show that for any sequence
(Kn, n ≥ 1) in K whose total masses tend to infinity, we have EK [f(βyn,M

y
n)]→ 0.

This follows because we can couple the BESQ(2θ) total masses so that total masses
at level y also tend to infinity.

To obtain (F2), we have to show that EK [f(βy,My)] → f(K) as y → 0 for all
f that are continuous and vanish at infinity. But since f is bounded, this follows
from the path-continuity of ((βy,My), y ≥ 0) established in Proposition 4.5, by
dominated convergence. �

For K ∈ K1, we can consider ((βy,My), y ≥ 0) ∼ SSIPE∗K(α, θ). By Propositions
1.3(iii) and 4.1 and additivity of BESQ(0) and BESQ(2θ), the total mass process
(My, y ≥ 0) is a BESQ1(2θ), and My = ‖βy‖ for all y > 0 by Proposition 4.2.
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Therefore, we can carry out the time-change of (1.5) and normalize to obtain a
de-Poissonized process. Rather than formalize this as a process on I∗H with second
coordinate identically 1, we project onto the first coordinate and consider it as a
process on IH,1, denoting its law by PDIPEK(α, θ).

We prove Theorem 1.8 by confirming that PDIPEK(α, θ) has all of the properties
claimed in the theorem: it is a Feller process that enters Iα,1 (dH ◦C1)-continuously
and instantly and never leaves, almost surely.

Proof of Theorem 1.8. We just note that BESQ1(2θ) is almost surely path-continuous
with the property that the time-change τβ of (1.5) maps [0,∞) to [0, inf{y ≥ 0 :
βy = ∅}). By Proposition 4.2, we have (βy+z, z ≥ 0) ∼ SSIPEβy(α, θ) with βy ∈ Iα
almost surely for any arbitrarily small y > 0. By Proposition 3.2, SSIPEβy(α, θ)
never leaves Iα ⊂ IH . Hence PDIPEK(α, θ) enters Iα,1 instantly and never leaves,
as claimed.

By [29, Theorem 19.25](iv), the continuity in the initial state holds in path space

D([0,∞), K̂), where K̂ is the one-point compactification of K. By [27, Theorem
2.6], the time-change part of de-Poissonization preserves the continuity in the initial
state. Since sample paths are actually continuous and the time-changed processes
never hit ∅ a.s., normalization to unit mass also preserves (F1) and (F2). Hence,
the Feller property is preserved under de-Poissonization.

The argument of [18, Proof of Theorem 1.6] is easily transferred from the measure-
valued context to the setting of interval partitions to establish PDIP(α, θ) as sta-
tionary law of PDIPE(α, θ), using the pseudo-stationarity derived in Section 3.5. �

Denote by RANKED : K1 → ∇∞ the map that associates with K ∈ K1 the decreas-
ing sequence of interval lengths in β(K), where

∇∞ :=
{

(xi)i≥1 ∈ [0,∞)N :
∑

i≥1
xi ≤ 1

}
is equipped with the metric d∞((xi)i≥1, (yi)i≥1) = supi≥1 |xi − yi|.

Corollary 4.15. Mapping PDIPEK(α, θ), K ∈ K1, under RANKED yields a ∇∞-
valued Feller process.

Lemma 4.16. RANKED : K1 → ∇∞ is continuous.

Proof. Let dH(Kn,K) → 0 and ε > 0. Then RANKED(K) has only finitely many
blocks exceeding size ε/2. By Lemma 4.4, we can find n0 ≥ 1 such that for n ≥ n0,
they have distinct corresponding blocks in Kn with sizes within ε/2 of the limit and
that, by compactness of [0, 1], no other blocks in Kn have size exceeding ε. �

Proof of Corollaries 4.15 and 1.9. By Lemma 4.16, the projected process inherits
the path-continuity of PDIPEK(α, θ). Also, for any K,K ′ ∈K1 with RANKED(K) =
RANKED(K ′), we can couple the clade constructions so that the projections to de-
creasing sequences are path-wise identical. Specifically, we refer to [30, Theorem
17.41] to relate the intensity measures and hence to couple the Poisson random
measures FK on K and FK′ on K ′, which can be any compact subsets of [0, 1]
with Leb(K) = Leb(K ′). Therefore, Dynkin’s criterion [50, Theorem 13.5] applies
and yields that the projected process is a path-continuous Borel right Markov pro-
cess. In particular, (F2) holds. To check (F1), take any convergent sequence in ∇∞.
Consider canonical representatives in K1 that have all blocks arranged in decreasing
order from left to right. Then d∞-convergence implies the Hausdorff convergence
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of the representatives, hence (F1) for PDIPE(α, θ) applied to functions of the form
f ◦ RANKED establishes (F1) for the projection.

This proves Corollary 4.15. Corollary 1.9 follows since (K1, dH) and (IH,1, dH◦C1)
are isometric. �

In [17] we use this corollary to show that this projection is Petrov’s two-parameter
Poisson–Dirichlet diffusion.

4.6. Ray–Knight theorem for marked reflected stable Lévy processes. In
this section we prove the second Ray–Knight theorem stated in Theorem 1.13(i).
Recall from (4.1) that the main ingredient for our construction of SSIPE∗[0,z](α, 0) is

F[0,z] ∼ PRM
(
Leb|[0,z] ⊗ 1

2αν
(α)
⊥cld

)
. Then Proposition 4.2 entails that

skewer

(
?

points (s,Ns) of F[0,z]

Ns, ?
points (s,Ns) of F[0,z]

ξ(Ns)

)
∼ SSIPE∗[0,z](α, 0).

Theorem 1.13(i) claims an alternative construction of SSIPE∗[0,z](α, 0). As estab-

lished in the proof of Theorem 1.13(ii) in Section 3.6, the main ingredient is N ∼
PRM(Leb⊗ ν(−2α)

BESQ ). Specifically, Theorem 1.13(i) claims that for

βy := skewer(y,N|[0,T−z/2α],X−X), , y > 0,

we have that β0
∗ = (∅, z) and βy∗ =

(
βy, ‖βy‖

)
, y > 0, yields an SSIPE∗[0,z](α, 0).

Proof of Theorem 1.13(i). As we observed in the proof of Theorem 1.13(ii), with
reference to (2.17), the marked excursions of X = ξ(N) above its infimum pro-

cess X form a PRM(Leb ⊗ ν(α)
⊥cld). Stopped at T−z/2α, linear scaling maps this to a

PRM
(
Leb|[0,z]⊗ 1

2αν
(α)
⊥cld

)
, as required to align with the construction of SSIPE∗[0,z](α, 0)

of Proposition 4.2. By Proposition 4.1, this also entails the claim that the total mass
evolves as BESQz(0). �

5. Identification with the Rivera-Lopez–Rizzolo diffusive limit

The proof of Theorem 1.10 is based on several auxiliary results. We begin with
an observation that will allow us (inductively) to reduce the identification of the
generator to functions m◦σ associated with compositions σ that have no consecutive
1s. To this end, we denote by 1k = (1, . . . , 1) ∈ Ck the composition of k into k
parts.

Lemma 5.1. For all k ≥ 2, we have

m◦1k =
1

k!
−

∑
ρ∈Ck\{1k}

`(ρ)∏
i=1

1

ρi!

m◦ρ.
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Proof. This is just a rearrangement of the observation that for β ∈ IH,1

1 =

∑
V ∈β

Leb(V )

k

=
∑

V1,...,Vk∈β

k∏
j=1

Leb(Vj)

=
∑
ρ∈Ck

∑
U1,...,U`(ρ)∈β

strictly increasing

(
k

ρ1 · · · ρ`(ρ)

) `(ρ)∏
i=1

(Leb(Ui))
ρi .

=
∑
ρ∈Ck

(
k

ρ1 · · · ρ`(ρ)

)
m◦ρ(β).

noting that the multinomial coefficient equals k! when ρ = 1k. �

Denote by

C̃n = {σ ∈ Cn : σr−1 + σr ≥ 3 for all 2 ≤ r ≤ `(σ)}
the set of compositions of n ≥ 0 with no two consecutive 1s, and set C̃ =

⋃
n≥0 C̃n.

For σ ∈ C̃, the calculation of the generator is similar to generator calculations
for the ranked process in [17, Section 2-3], and we recall some relevant results,
beginning with the identification of Wright–Fisher processes taking values in the
simplex ∆d :=

{
w = (w1, . . . , wd) ∈ [0, 1]d :

∑
i∈[d]wi = 1

}
with generator

Ar
WF = 2

∑
i∈[d]

wi
∂2

∂w2
i

− 2
∑
i,j∈[d]

wiwj
∂2

∂wi∂wj
− 2

∑
i∈[d]

(r+wi − ri)
∂

∂wi
,

where r = (r1, . . . , rd) is a vector of real parameters and r+ =
∑

i∈[d] ri. Wright–

Fisher processes have infinite lifetime if ri ≥ 0 for all i ∈ [d]. Otherwise, the lifetime
of the process is the first time the ith coordinate vanishes for an i ∈ [d] with ri < 0.
We denote by WFb(r) the distribution of a Wright–Fisher process with parameter
vector r and initial state b.

Lemma 5.2 (Special case of Lemma 2.2 of [17]). The domain of Ar
WF includes all

functions gq for q ∈
(
N ∪ {0}

)d
, given by

gq(w) =
∏
i∈[d]

wqii ,
if ri ≥ 0 for all i ∈ [d] with qi = 1,

and ri ∈ R for all i ∈ [d] with qi ∈ {0, 2, 3, . . .}.

Fix β ∈ IH,1 and let
(
βu, u ≥ 0

)
∼ PDIPEβ(α, θ) be obtained by de-Poissonizing

the process
(
βy, y ≥ 0

)
constructed in Definition 3.3. This gives access to continu-

ous block evolutions
(
W

(V )
u , u ≥ 0

)
starting from Leb(V ), V ∈ β, and to evolutions(

W
(0)
u , u ≥ 0

)
and

(
W

(V )
u , u ≥ 0

)
, V ∈ β, starting from 0 that capture the aggre-

gate mass of other blocks arising, respectively, from F
↼

θ and NV , V ∈ β. We also

write X
(V )
u = W

(V )
u + W

(V )
u . More precisely, denote by fV the left-most spindle of

NV and recall the de-Poissonization notation of Definition 1.7. We then set

W (V )
u =

∥∥∥βτβ(u)
∥∥∥−1

fV (τβ(u)), X(V )
u =

∥∥∥βτβ(u)
∥∥∥−1 ∥∥∥skewer

(
τβ(u),NV

)∥∥∥,
W (V )

u = X(V )
u −W (V )

u , W (0)
u = X(0)

u =
∥∥∥βτβ(u)

∥∥∥−1 ∥∥∥fSkewer
(
τβ(u),F

↼

θ

)∥∥∥.
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The following lemma is a variant of [17, Proposition 2.6]. The important variation
for the present requirements is that the setting of [17], focussing entirely on ranked
block sizes, allowed to only consider functions gq with powers qi 6= 1 for all i ∈ [d].
The inclusion of the case qi = 1 means the following generalisation is needed.

Lemma 5.3. Let V1, . . . , Vk ∈ β be a strictly increasing sequence of intervals. For

0 ≤ i ≤ k+ 1, let W
(Vi,Vi+1)
u = W

(Vi)
u +

∑
V ∈β : Vi<V <Vi+1

X
(V )
u , with the conventions

V0 = 0 and Vk+1 = 1. Then(
W (0,V1)

u ,W (V1)
u ,W (V1,V2)

u , . . . ,W (Vk)
u ,W (Vk,1)

u

)
∼ WFb(r),

where b2i = Leb(Vi), i ∈ [k], b2i+1 =
∑

V ∈β : Vi<V <Vi+1
Leb(V ), 0 ≤ i ≤ k, and

r1 = θ, r2i = −α, r2i+1 = α, i ∈ [k].

Similarly,
(
X

(V ′1)
u , . . . , X

(V ′p)
u , 1−∑i∈[p]X

(i)
u

)
∼ WFb′(r

′), for distinct V ′1 , . . . , V
′
p ∈

β∪{0}, where (b′i, r
′
i) = (0, θ) if V ′i = 0 and (b′i, r

′
i) = (Leb(V ′i ), 0) if V ′i ∈ β, i ∈ [p].

Proof. Like [17, Proposition 2.6], this can be seen using Pal’s [36, 37] construction of
Wright–Fisher diffusions from independent squared Bessel processes. In the present
setting, we note from Proposition 1.3(iii) that g1 :=

(∥∥fSkewer(y,F
↼

θ)
∥∥, y ≥ 0

)
∼ BESQb1(2θ) and

(∥∥skewer(y,NV )
∥∥, y ≥ 0) ∼ BESQLeb(V )(0) for all V ∈ β. We

see from Definition 2.7 that g2i := fVi ∼ BESQb2i(−2α). Furthermore, as has been
observed in [16, Corollary 3.16], the independence of f and N in Definition 2.7
entails that

(∥∥skewer
(
y,NVi |(0,∞)×E , ξ(NVi)

)∥∥, 0 ≤ y ≤ ζ(fVi)
)

is distributed like
an independent BESQ0(2α) process, which is then stopped at ζ(fVi). We extend
our probability space to support the full BESQ0(2α) by extending it independently
beyond ζ(fVi), for each i ∈ [k]. By the additivity of BESQ-processes, adding the
independent BESQ0(2α) and BESQLeb(V )(0), Vi < V < Vi+1, yields a process g2i+1 ∼
BESQb2i+1

(2α), for each i ∈ [k], so that for 0 ≤ y ≤ ζ(fVi),

g2i+1(y) =
∥∥skewer

(
y,NVi |(0,∞)×E , ξ(NVi)

)∥∥+
∑

V : Vi<V <Vi+1

∥∥skewer(y,NV )
∥∥.

By construction, gi, i ∈ [2k + 1], are independent BESQbi(2ri), i ∈ [2k + 1]. In this
setting, let g =

∑
i∈[2k+1] gi. As noted in [17, Section 2.3] in the relevant generality,

by reference to [36, Proposition 12] and [37, Theorem 4] for non-negative and non-
positive parameters, respectively, this entails(((

g(τg(u))
)−1

gi(τg(u)), i ∈ [2k + 1]
)
, 0 ≤ u < T

)
∼ WFb(r),

where τg(u) = inf
{
z ≥ 0:

∫ z
0 (g(y))−1dy > u

}
and T is the first time in the

time-changed process that an even component vanishes, i.e. such that τg(T ) =
min

{
ζ(fVi), i ∈ [k])

}
. This completes the proof since, by construction, g(y) = ‖βy‖,

0 ≤ y ≤ min{ζ(fVi), i ∈ [k]}. The second claim is proved similarly. �

Proposition 5.4. Let β ∈ IH,1, (βu, u ≥ 0) ∼ PDIPEβ(α, θ) and σ ∈ C̃. Then

lim
u↓0

E[m◦σ(βu)]−m◦σ(β)

u
= 2Aα,θm◦σ(β). (5.1)

Moreover, this convergence holds in L2(PDIP(α, θ)).

Proof. This proof is a refinement of the proof of [17, Proposition 3.3]. Fix β ∈ IH,1
and σ ∈ C̃n with `(σ) = ` and k := #{j ∈ [`] : σj ≥ 2}. Then we can bound
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the expectation in (5.1) below by only considering blocks of βu that arise from fU ,
U ∈ β, for powers σj ≥ 2, but all blocks for power σj = 1, in the following sense,

E[m◦σ(βu)] = E

[ ∑
Ũj∈βu, j∈[`]

strictly increasing

∏
j∈[`]

(Leb(Ũj))
σj

]
(5.2)

= E

[ ∑
Ũj∈βu, j∈[`] : σj≥2
strictly increasing

∏
j∈[`] : σj≥2

(Leb(Ũj))
σj

∏
j∈[`] : σj=1

( ∑
Ũj∈βu

Ũj−1<Ũj<Ũj+1

Leb(Ũj)

)]

≥
∑

Uj∈β, j∈[`] : σj≥2
strictly increasing

E

[ ∏
j∈[`]

(Z(j)
u )σj

]
,

where in the notation of Lemma 5.3 with {Vi, i ∈ [k]} = {Uj , j ∈ [`] : σj ≥ 2}, we

set Z
(j)
u = W

(Uj)
u if σj = 2 and Z

(j)
u = W

(Uj−1,Uj+1)
u if σj = 1, using conventions

U0 = 0 and U`+1 = 1. Indeed, σ ∈ C̃ entails that for j with σj = 1 the intervals Uj−1

and Uj+1 are adjacent members of (Vi, i ∈ [k]). We write aj = Z
(j)
0 , j ∈ [`], and note

(aj , j ∈ [`]) is made up of some but in general not all entries of (bi, i ∈ [2k+1]), and
gσ(a) = gq(b) for a vector q that has a zero component inserted into σ wherever
the first or two adjacent or the last entry of σ are at least 2.

We continue with a fixed selection of strictly increasing Uj ∈ β, j ∈ [k] : σj ≥
2 and note that the Wright–Fisher parameters in Lemma 5.3 are such that any

components Z
(j)
u when σj = 1 have parameter θ ≥ 0 if j = 1 and α ∈ (0, 1) if j ≥ 2.

Hence, we can apply Lemma 5.2 and find

lim
u↓0

E
[∏`

j=1(Z
(j)
u )σj

]
−∏`

j=1 a
σj
j

u
(5.3)

= 2
∑

j∈[`] : σj≥2

σj(σj−1)gσ−�j (a)− 2
∑

i,j∈[`] : i 6=j

σiσjgσ(a)− 2
∑
j∈[`]

σj(σj−1)gσ(a)

− 2θ
∑
j∈[`]

gσ(a)− 2α
∑

j∈[`] : σj≥2

σjgσ−�j (a) + 2
∑

j∈[`] : σj=1

ηjgσ	�j (a)

= −2|σ|(|σ|−1+θ)gσ(a) + 2
∑

j : σj≥2

σj(σj−1−α)gσ−�j (a) + 2
∑

j : σj=1

ηjgσ	�j (a).

To conclude that the RHS of (5.1) is a lower bound for the LHS, we want to sum
over (Uj) as on the RHS of (5.2). Indeed, subject to checking the conditions of
the dominated convergence theorem, this yields the claimed lower bound because
(5.2) is an equality for u = 0 and for each j ∈ [`], summing gσ−�j (a) or gσ	�j (a),
respectively, over all a that arise from summing over (Uj) similarly yields m◦σ−�j (β)

and m◦σ	�j (β), as required. The domination condition can be checked as in [17,

Lemmas 3.5 and 3.8] using Itô’s formula and dropping negative terms to first show

that E
[∏

j∈[`] : σj≥2 Z
(j)
s

]
≤∏j∈[`] : σj≥2 aj for all s ≥ 0, then similarly for all u > 0∣∣∣∣∣∣E

[∏
j∈[`](Z

(j)
u )σj

]
−∏j∈[`] a

σj
j

u

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2|σ|
(
2|σ|+ 2 + α+ θ

) ∏
j∈[`] : σj≥2

aj . (5.4)
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As the final product is summable, this completes the proof of the lower bound.
For the upper bound, we denote by βn the set of n ≥ 0 longest intervals of β,

breaking any ties by choosing from left to right, to be definite. For each n, we
distinguish the main contribution from fU , U ∈ βn, for powers σj ≥ 2, still allowing
all blocks for power σj = 1, and the remainder that consists of several parts that

cover all other choices of Ũj ∈ βu, j ∈ [`]. The argument for the lower bound deals
with the main contribution and will yield the RHS of (5.1), and we show that the
remainder vanishes, as n→∞. Specifically, we bound E[m◦σ(βu)] above by∑

(Uj , j∈[`] : σj≥2)∈βkn
strictly increasing

E

[ ∏
j∈[`]

(Z(j)
u )σj

]
+

∑
(Uj , j∈[`] : σj≥2)∈βk\βkn

strictly increasing

E

[ ∏
j∈[`]

(Z(j)
u )σj

]

+
∑

r∈[`] : σr≥2

∑
Uj∈β∪{0}, j∈[`]

E

[(
W (Ur)

u

)σr ∏
j∈[`]\{r}

(
X

(Uj)
u

)σj]. (5.5)

Note that the remainder term in the second line of (5.5) covers the choice of blocks

where, in the notation of (5.2), Ũr is a block of βu that is not arising from fU ,

U ∈ β, but from a block included in W
(Ur)
u for some Ur ∈ β ∪ {0}. Note also that

for j 6= r, we allow all choices of blocks without constraining the order. Indeed, the
asymptotics as u ↓ 0 for the first term, a finite sum, with each member compensated
and divided by u as in (5.3), were established in the calculation of (5.3), and then
letting n → ∞ yields the RHS of (5.1). In the compensated second term divided
by u, we use (5.4) to upper bound this part of the remainder by

2|σ|
(
2|σ|+ 2 + α+ θ

) ∑
(Uj , j∈[`] : σj≥2)∈βk\βkn

strictly increasing

∏
j∈[`] : σj≥2

Leb(Uj), (5.6)

and this vanishes as n→∞. Finally, the last term of (5.5) is easily bounded above
by

k
∑

U∈βn∪{0}

E
[(
W (U)

u

)2]
+ k

∑
U∈β\βn

E
[(
W (U)

u

)2]
. (5.7)

For this term, when divided by u, [17, Lemma 3.6] ensures that the first, finite, sum
still tends to 0 as u ↓ 0, and the second sum is bounded by 4(2+θ)

∑
U∈β\βn Leb(U)

and hence vanishes as n → ∞. This shows that the LHS of (5.1) is also bounded
above by the RHS.

Finally, we note that the dominations identified in (5.7)–(5.6), in the case n = 0,
further yield

sup
u∈(0,1]
β∈IH,1

∣∣∣∣E[m◦σ(βu)]−m◦σ(β)

u

∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2|σ|(2|σ|+ 2 +α+θ) + 4k(2 +θ) + sup
u∈(0,1]

E[(W
(0)
u )2]

u
,

which is finite, again by [17, Lemma 3.6], and the dominated convergence theorem
establishes the L2-claim. �

For general σ ∈ C, we now adapt the proof of Proposition 5.4 to establish an
auxiliary result, in which consecutive 1s are included, but not treated in the way
needed for m◦σ. Fix β ∈ IH,1 and σ ∈ C with ` = `(σ). Then the composition σ is
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of the form 1`0 followed by σj1`j for each j ∈ [`] with #σj ≥ 2, where `j ∈ N∪ {0}
counts the length of the run of 1s in σ to the right of σj . Let

m∗σ(β) =
∑

Uj∈β, j∈[`] : σj≥2
strictly increasing

‖β0‖`0
∏

j∈[`] : σj≥2

((
Leb(Uj)

)σj ‖βj‖`j) ,
where we abuse notation and write (βj , j ∈ [`] : σj ≥ 2) for the decomposition of β
at the blocks (Uj) so that

β = β0 ? ?
j∈[`] : σj≥2

(Uj ? βj) . (5.8)

Then m∗σ = m◦σ if σ ∈ C̃.

Corollary 5.5. Let β ∈ IH,1, (βu, u ≥ 0) ∼ PDIPEβ(α, θ) and σ ∈ C. Then

lim
u↓0

E[m∗σ(βu)]−m∗σ(β)

u
= 2Aα,θm∗σ(β), (5.9)

where

Aα,θm∗σ =− |σ|(|σ| − 1 + θ)m∗σ + `0(`0 − 1 + θ)m∗σ	�1
(5.10)

+
∑

j : σj≥2

(
σj(σj − 1− α)m∗σ−�j + `j(`j − 1 + α)m∗σ	�j+1

)
.

Furthermore, the convergence in (5.9) holds in L2(PDIP(α, θ)).

Proof. To simplify notation, we write A = {j ∈ [`] : σj ≥ 2} and A0 = {0} ∪A. We
first check the claimed form (5.10) of the generator when applied to m∗σ and note
that as in Lemma 5.1, we can write for j ∈ A0 and βj as in (5.8)

‖βj‖`j =
∑

ρ(j)∈C`j

(
`j

ρ
(j)
1 · · · ρ(j)

`(ρ(j))

) ∑
V1,...,V`(ρ(j))

∈βj
strictly increasing

`(ρ(j))∏
i=1

(Leb(Vi))
ρ

(j)
i

Writing shorthand
( `j
ρ(j)

)
for the multinomial coefficient, this entails

m∗σ =
∑

(ρ(r), r∈A0)∈
∏
r∈A0

C`r

∏
r∈A0

(
`r
ρ(r)

)m◦
ρ(0)??r∈A(σr?ρ(r))

, (5.11)

where the symbols ? and ? are used here to denote the concatenation of entries
and compositions, i.e. forming longer compositions by listing all parts in a single
vector of length `(ρ(0)) +

∑
r∈A(1 + `(ρ(r))). In particular, m∗σ is in the domain of

Aα,θ. Furthermore, applying the generator to this linear combination easily yields
the claimed m∗σ- and m∗σ−�j -terms, j ∈ A, of the RHS of (5.10). To identify the

other terms, we note that m∗σ	�j+1
for j ∈ A0 can be written as in (5.11), but with

`j replaced by `j−1. There are 2`(ρ̃(j))+1 ways to obtain a given ρ̃(j) ∈ C`j−1 from

members ρ(j) ∈ C`j : the ith part could have been one greater in ρ(j) ∈ C`j than in

ρ̃(j) ∈ C`j−1, for any one i ∈ [`(ρ̃(j))], or there could have been an additional part
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in ρ(j) ∈ C`j , inserted into ρ̃(j) ∈ C`j−1 in one of `(ρ̃(j)) + 1 possible places. In these
two cases, we observe(

`j

ρ(j)

)
ρ

(j)
i = `j

(
`j − 1

ρ(j) −�i

)
respectively

(
`j

ρ(j)

)
= `j

(
`j − 1

ρ(j) 	�i

)
Collecting the coefficients from the respective terms in Aα,θm◦

ρ(0)??r∈A σr?ρ
(r)

, we

obtain a coefficient of m∗σ	�j+1
of

`j

 ∑
i∈[`(ρ̃(j))]

(ρ̃
(j)
i − α) + ηj + `(ρ̃(j))α

 = `j(`j − 1 + ηj),

as claimed in (5.10). For the main claim (5.9), we use the notation of the proof

of Proposition 5.4 in that we similarly set Z
(j)
u = W

(Uj)
u for j ∈ A, but we now

use the same Z
(r)
u for each run of consecutive σr = 1. To be precise, we write

Z
(j+r)
u = Z

(j)
u = W

(Uj ,Uj+`j+1)
u , r ∈ [`j ], j ∈ A0, with the convention that U0 = 0

and U`+1 = 1. We also write aj = Leb(Uj) for j ∈ A and aj+r = ‖βj‖ for all r ∈ [`j ]
and all j ∈ A0. Then (5.3) generalises to

lim
u↓0

E
[∏`

j=1(Z
(j)
u )σj

]
−∏`

j=1 a
σj
j

u

= lim
u↓0

E
[(
Z

(0)
u

)`0 ∏
j : σj≥2

((
Z

(j)
u

)σj(Z(j)
u

)`j)]− ‖β0‖`0
∏
j : σj≥2

(
a
σj
j ‖βj‖`j

)
u

= −2|σ|(|σ|−1+θ)gσ(a) + 2
∑
j∈A

σj(σj−1−α)gσ−�j (a)

+ 2
∑
j∈A0

`j(`j−1+ηj)gσ	�j+1(a).

The remainder of the proof of Proposition 5.4 applies with no further changes. �

Proof of Theorem 1.10. Based on Proposition 5.4 and Corollary 5.5, this will fol-
low by linearity and general theory. Indeed, we will show that the linear span of
{m∗σ, σ ∈ C} is the same as the linear span of {m◦σ, σ ∈ C}. Specifically, one in-
clusion follows from (5.11). For the other inclusion, we take σ ∈ C and inductively
replace all runs of 1s in σ using Lemma 5.1. More precisely, we will set up an
induction to show a stronger statement that allows us to handle one run of 1s at a
time. Consider σ of the form σ = σ∗ ? 1k ? σ

◦ where σ∗ does not end with a 1 and
σ◦ does not begin with a 1, but where we do allow degenerate cases where σ∗ = ∅
and/or k = 0 and/or σ◦ = ∅. For all such (σ∗, k, σ◦), we define

m∗,◦σ∗,1k?σ◦(β) =
∑

U∗j ∈β, j∈[`∗] : σ∗j≥2,

U◦j ∈β, j∈[k+`◦],
all strictly increasing

‖β∗0‖`
∗
0

∏
j∈[`∗] : σ∗j≥2

((
Leb(U∗j )

)σ∗j ‖β∗j ‖`∗j)

×

 k∏
j=1

Leb(U◦j )

 `◦∏
j=1

(
Leb(U◦k+j)

)σ◦j
where notation around (5.8) has been superscripted by ∗ or ◦ in the natural way, so
that, in particular (β∗j , j ∈ [`∗] : σ∗j ≥ 2) is (the first part of) the decomposition of
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β at the blocks (U∗j ) so that

β = β∗0 ? ?
j∈[`∗] : σ∗j≥2

(U∗j ? β
∗
j ) ? ?

j∈[k+`◦] : σ◦j≥2
(U◦j ? β

◦
j ) (5.12)

for some (β◦j ) that do not feature in the above formula. We also note that for j = `∗,
we have `∗j = 0, so the formula does not depend on the right-most β∗j either, and we

will also denote it by β◦0 . With this notation, we claim that for any (σ∗,1k ? σ
◦) of

this form, m∗,◦σ∗,1k?σ◦ is in the linear span of {m∗σ, σ ∈ C}. We prove this by strong
induction on the number r of 1s in 1k ? σ

◦ that are adjacent to at least one other
1. We call these 1s “adjacent 1s” for simplicity. If r = 0, then m∗,◦σ∗,1k?σ◦ = m∗σ for
σ = σ∗ ? 1k ? σ

◦. The case r = 1 is void. Assuming that the induction hypothesis
holds up to and including a given r ≥ 1, we consider (σ∗,1k ? σ

◦) such that 1k ? σ
◦

has r + 1 adjacent 1s. If k = 0 or k = 1, we can include part of 1k ? σ
◦ in σ∗

without changing m∗,◦σ∗,1k?σ◦ . Therefore, we may assume without loss of generality

that k ≥ 2. Then, using the notation introduced in and below (5.12),

m∗,◦σ∗,1k?σ◦(β) =
∑

U∗j ∈β, j∈[`∗] : σ∗j≥2,

U◦j ∈β, j∈[k+`◦]\[k],

all strictly increasing

‖β∗0‖`
∗
0

∏
j∈[`∗] : σ∗j≥2

((
Leb(U∗j )

)σ∗j ‖β∗j ‖`∗j)

× ‖β◦0‖km◦1k
(
‖β◦0‖−1β◦0

) `◦∏
j=1

(
Leb(U◦k+j)

)σ◦j .
We apply Lemma 5.1 to m◦1k

(
‖β◦0‖−1β◦0

)
. The resulting linear combination contains

only terms of the same form and we can write

m∗,◦σ∗,1k?σ◦ =
1

k!
m∗,◦σ∗?1k,σ◦ −

∑
ρ∈Ck\{1k}

`(ρ)∏
i=1

1

ρi!

m∗,◦σ∗,ρ?σ◦ . (5.13)

As 1k has k ≥ 2 adjacent 1s, the compositions σ◦ and ρ ? σ◦ for ρ ∈ Ck \ {1k}
have at most r adjacent 1s. By the induction hypothesis, all terms in (5.13) can
be written as linear combinations of members of {m∗σ′ , σ′ ∈ C}, and this completes
the induction step.

In particular, m◦σ = m∗,◦∅,σ is in the span of {m∗σ′ , σ′ ∈ C} for all σ ∈ C. Since Aα,θ
agrees with the generator of PDIPE(α, θ) on {m◦σ, σ ∈ C}, this completes the proof,
as in [17, Theorem 1.2]. �
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